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INTRODUCTION: . THE PRO:BLErr 
Chapter I 
QU.ite apart from the introduction of technique 
and proaedures in the teaching of reading some considera-· 
tion might be given to the likes and dis1ikes of the pupils 
with reference to choice of su.bjeot matter whioh tltey read, 
:for cri tioism falls U!JOll the selection o:f" subjeot matter 
for instruction without consideration of its inherent inter-
est :ror the learner. Very generally, it is agreed that 
interest is a potent factor in all humtm activity :.md the 
same is an essential element in seauring desired ends in 
human learning. Interernt is the moans by which the IItj.nd is 
.. 
drawn to any object m1d is a most important factor in the 
aaqtusition of knovYledge. 
The :prOJ?er selea~ion of reading mr."ttter involves 
an investigation of' the reading .,~:nterests of the pupils. 
A list of reading .material made up ~rom material.a which have 
been selected with the experience and 'interest of the pupil. 
in mind may provide additional incentive for improving rate 
ai1d comprehension in our reading courses, and may reveal 
the stnrtini:~ point for creating the better tastes in reading 
and the finer appreciations for the more desirable literature. 
, .. 
After some trial a.nd ex_periment by.several teachers 
of negro ohildren. it was found thnt some better results were 
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obtained when these pupils were allowed to se1ect their mm 
stories for reading lessons from any source they wished. 
There was much enthusiasm aroused(!' :Better comprehension 
ru1d understanding \vere noted. More tYI)es and classes of 
material were presented and thoroughly enjoyed by the I>UI>ils. 
In view· of the foregoing an attempt is made to 
reveal the types or classes of reading matter which appeal 
to Negro children and interest them. 
A survey of the field shows that considerable 
stu ..dy has been made of the interests of school children 
in reading. The most reeent studies are those by Dr. A. Mo 
Jordan, "Children •s Interests in Reading", Dr. Fannie Wyo~e 
Dunn, "Interest Factors in Primary Reading, Material", w. . 
L. Ub1, "Interest of Junior High School :Pupils in Informa-
. tiono.l Reading Seleetionsn, "Scientific Determination of 
the Content of ~he F..lementa.ry School Course in Reading", 
and Go W.. Wi1let, nRea.?-ing Interests of High Schoo1 Pupils". 
Dr. Jordan has made an extensive study of child-
ren's reading interests in three towns and one city by 
means of_ ~he questionnaire. The study records the data. 
gathered from 3598 pupils included in the schoo1s of Fayette-
.ville, Arkansas, Lawrenae, Kansas, Stuttgart, .Arkansas, and 
Washington, D. Co .The work is elaborate. It reveals the 
interests "of boys and gir.ls in various types of literature 
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at all age leve1s from 9 to 23 yearsi in'clusiveo 
Tl'le worlt of Dr. Dunn is an inquiry into the inter-
est of children of the i'irst, second and third grndes. The 
data are derived from the eJtpressed preferences of children 
for certain paragraphs from r>airs of samples read to them 
for comparison. 
The study made b~ 1Jh1 is an investigation ~or the 
purpose of studying the content o:f elementary schoo1. read-
ing courses and vlith a view to formula.ting plans for improv-
ing ito The method of the investigation was to obtain re-
' . 
actions directly from teachers and pupils upon seleotions 
read in school, and then to study those reactions with ·a.· 
view.to :f:orn:mls .. ting plans for selecting, standardizing and 
01~ganiz-ing the materia1 of the reading courseu 
In all the studies reviewed. however, no study 
has indicated any attempt to disc.over the reading interests 
of IJee;ro chi1dren independent of other children. It is 'the 
pu.rrJose of tl~is study to reveal the types of reading matter 
iiee;ro children enjoy reading when left a1one to choose for 
themselves. 
No attempt is made to assign a co.use or reason . 
for ohoiees indicnted. Al.though the reason :f'or some choices 
may be 'obvious it sliall be the purpose of the study to reveal 
choices ~nly rather than account for them. There is no at-
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· .. temp~· made .t~ compare th~ resu1ts of the reading st~y in 
' ' 
this group with the res~ts. obtained in other groups. 
The stuO:-i is confined to the schools of Kansas 
City, Kansas, ~ the data are secured ~m pupils of ·the 
fourth., fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth grades. 




From the recent studies made by Dr. Jordan and 
Dr. Dunn, it is ·indicated that it is entirely :Ceasible to 
obtain from children app1~oximately correct responses in 
i'4egard to their choice in reading j_)rovided the questions 
Etre si~ple enough: and the answers obtained would not under 
a~y cirei:imst~inoes be .used against them •. 
A questionnaire .was submitted ·to the pupils in 
the eleven et.em~nta.ry schools . and the ·one junior high school 
which are attended ezc1usively by Negro children. 
In constructing the questionnaire the attempt was 
ma.de to make it as aim.Plo as possible in order to ayoid 
possible confusion :for t.he pupil. The questionnaire was 
conati-aiic·ted 011 the · e~e:rienee of the average sixth grnde 
pupils. That is, an ave~age sixth grade class was used as ------
a tryout group in constructing the questionna.11--e. However 
it -v1as tested mrfficiently in the slower divisions of the 
fourth grade to 1)e certain that it was simp1e enough.tor 
a.11 grades ·nnd ages. 
A number of short stories was inolud.ed in the ex-
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er.eiseo These short selections were chosen as representa-
tives. Of the different kinds o:f stories listed in Item V~:' 
page 2 of the questionnaire. Eaoh. rer,resents a particu1a.r. 
lcind of story~ These stories were chosen in this manner. 
Pupils in several classes were asked to select the most 
interesting story they oou1d find and read it to the class. 
They· were permitted to get the stOrtJ from any sourae. A · 
number of short stories o~· each kind was se1eoted from the 
many stories v1hich the pu:pils had given as their most inter-
esting _ones, by a group of .English teachers, after the pu-
pi1s had decided that these were the most interesting. 
Fiva of each kind were reprinted and given to a class of 37 
pupils of the sixth grade to read. This class represented 
the average sixth grade class a.a indicated by intelligence 
test seores _ ( lllinois Intelligence EXamination), reading 
test scores, arithmetic test scores, and teachers 1 ~gments. 
These pupils were asked to indicate the kind of story they 
thought ea.ch tit1as, on a. sh_eet esp.ecially prepared :ror this 
e:i~eroise. The sheets were collected and the pttI>i1s' judg-
ment s notedo It. was found that the pupils' judgments we1le . 
more satisfactory in determining the story's trueness to 
type than the judgments of .teu.ohers. 
In each ·case the story selected as representative 
of a tY)!e was the resul.t of ~e agreement. o~ not fev1er than 
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35 pupi1s of the 37 in the class. 
-Thirteen stori.es were selected. There are only 
tv1e1 ve ldnds 1isted ·in Item VI. Stories number VII and 
IX are representative o;f the same type, Row to Make Things. 
It is assumed that boys will enjoy making di:fferent things 
· from the things girls \V111 enjoy. So story number VII is 
ino111ded :particularly because of its interest for girls, 
a.nd the stocy, number !Xt is included because of its part-
iaul.ar interest for boys. 
1n the questionnaire the pupils v1ere asked to 
read each of the short stories and indicate on the lines 
provided at the, end of each story the ldnd of story they 
thought it re.Presented and whether they lilced or did not 
lilte such a story. • 
To avoid misunderstanding a sheet of direotions* 
was v.rritten for the ga.:.i.dance .of the teacher who was to 
assist in giving this .exercise. It provided explanation 
for each item in the qn.estionnaire. The expl~tions and 
dcf'initiona$ particularly those used to define and explain 
the kinds of stories in Item VI. and Things Found in the 
Nev1spaper, Ite~ XI, are the words of the pupils themselves •. 
The definitions given are in the langu.age of the pupils. 
There was no time limit on the· exercise> thereby 
eliminating ~ oversight o~ items because of haste. The 
*Appendix A. 
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teacher 1ooked over the booklets as each pupi1 finished to 
see that nothing vras omitted • 
.Aft.er several rev~sions and trial.s with different 
e;roups of pupils, the questionnaire as it appears was the 
resu1t and v1as used in this study.* 
~e exercise was given in all the schoo1s on the 
same day. On the day before, all the teachers who were to 
assist in giving the ex.~rcise were interviewed. The exact 
nature of the study was made lmovm. to them and their ·1nte~­
est was en1istedo · · The questionnaire and the sheet of di-
rections were explained thoroughly to the teachers. It is 
believed that the directions in every instance were care-
fuJ.ly f o1lowed. 
The pupils in each room \Vere told at the beginning 
of the exercise that nothing would be marked agai~st them 
for any response they made. They were assured that each 
ansv1er they gave was as good as that of any other pupil pro-
vided that th~ anmver given was· what they knew to be true. 
The' .·pupi1s fol1owed the teachers r instrt1ctions 
attentively and in most oases eagerly. There were only a. 
few who took the matter as a.. jolce. These cha.nee errors 
which crept in were ins-µ.ffioient to ca.use any deviation 
from the oent~al tendency of interest. 
* At>Pendix A. 
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The data. secured through this questionnaire indi-
cated that· there were 1455 pupils.in the grades interviar1ed. 
Of these 669 were boys and 1186 v1ere girls.. The pupils 
ranged in ages from 9 to 19 yeax:a among boys, and from 8 to 
18 yea.rs among gir1so In ·Table I is set forth the distribu-
tion of J?UJ)ils questioned by- ages and grades. 
_The median age :for e~ch grade is indicated to be 
as follows: .Boys, grade IV~ 11 .. 33 years; gTade v, 12-.5 
years; Grade VI, 13 •. 2 years; grade VII, 13.9 years; grade 
VII~, 140'7 years; grade IX~ 15 .• 5 years~ Girls, grade IV, 
10.8 yea.rs; g'rade V, ll.8 years; grade VI. 12.9 yea.rs; grade 
VII'1 14.,0 yea.rs; .grade VIII, 14-.6 yea.rs; grade IX, 15.5 
years. It is c1earl7seen that there is a wide range of ages 
in eac;h grade" This of course will reflect differences in 
interest as is ind1oated in the remilts shown by grades.and 
results by ages. Resu1ts by age and by grade w11l be dis-
played because o:e this difference. · 
It. was felt that the.oocu1)ation of ].)arent might 
infl.uence the reading interests of pupils in the home. Each 
pupil v1as asked to write the kind of work his pa.rents did. 
The occupati_on of each :Parent was asaertained. Where there 
were no pa.rents the ocCUJ_)ation of the guardian was asked .. 
The responses ahovred that on17 V9 pupi1s, 36 boys and 43 


















Distribution of Pu.p11a Intervie\ved by Age 
and Gradeo Boys and Girl.a Indicated. -
Sex Grades Total IV v VI VII VIII IX 
n* 
G* 5 l 6 
B 32 5 1 38 
G 42 5 47 
l3 43 27 2 '72 
G 42 41 a ~ 92 
B 58 30 15 4 2 ag 
G 30 60 33 3 116 
:a 30 29 34 l.7 4 114 
G 13 33 44 28 2 120 
l3 15 20 20 34 15 3. 107 
G 17 25 39 26 25 8 140 
l3 11 27 19 17 18 18 110 
G ll 9 20 33 32 16 121 
B 2 8 12 14 12 19 -67 
G 2 ·9 10 15 2l 33 90 
B 4 3 5 13 14 19 58 
G· 1 3 11 8 18 41' 
J3 l -i 3 3 5 -u 
G l 6 7 
B l ·1 
G 1 l 2 6 
l3 2 2 
G 
~.'r.~ 
:s 176 151 110 102 , 68 62 669 
G 163 173 ·158 ll9 90 83 786 
B 11. 33 1'3.5 J.3. 2 13.9 14.'7 15.5 
G 10.8 ·11.s 12.9 14.0 14 .• 6 15.5 
B* - Boys 
G* - Girls 
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Table II Distribution of Pupils Having Library Cards 
~Y sei, Age and Gr~deo Percents of Totals Indicated. 
-i;i..~.'-t.~' 
A.::,mas . Sex . Grades Totals Per-rv v V! V!I Vr!I !X cents 
a 13* .. '~ , .. - .. 
G* l "]. 17 
9 B 'I 3 10 27 
G 15 2 1'1 36 
10 :B 12 14 26 36 
G 8 13 2 1 24 26 
11 B. 7 11. 8 3 1. 30 23 
G 6 19 14 2 41 35 
12 B 10 12 10 10 3 45 40 
G 4 6 20 20 2 52 43 
13 B l 3 6 23 11 4 48 45· 
G ·5 6 12 19 13 7 62 44 
14 B 4 7 5 14 12 14. 56 51 
G 2 3 a 19 . 21 13 66 55 
15 B 1 l 6 a 9 25 37 
~- G 1 l 9 12 22 45 60 
15 B 1 6 1 11 i9 33 
G 4 6 13 23 56 
17 13 l 2 1 4 36 
G 4 4 59 
18 B 1. 1 100 
G l 1 17 
19 13 
G 
Totals B 43 51 51 64 311 38 264 
G 41 50 57 74 55 59 33& 
Percent l3 24 34 28 62 54 61 39 
G 25 29 36 62 61 71 43 
............. 1 .. *4Z1 Iii,. . ' G'·*- Girls 1r· - J3oys 
- ... 12 -. 
gaged in ·the professions or ski11ed voca.tio11s. This repre-
sented only 5.43 :per cent of the total. nwnber o:t: pupi1s. 
These pupils are· so widely distributed both by age and by 
I 
grade that whatever differenc.e exists is too slight to in- _ 
fluem~e the central tendeney o:t interest o !To further con-
sideration is given to influe11ce of occ.upationa. 
A high.per cent o'f both boys and girls expressed 
themselves as 11king to read •. There were 635 boys, about 
95 !)er cent, and '169 girls, about 97 per aent, to express 
a fondness f OJ~ reading. 
·The library ia open to· boys and gir1a a11lce· and 
Negro children experience no embarrassment in obtaining books. 
J3ut rather they are en.eouraged by their teachers and 1ibra-
rian to make the· 1argest possib1e use of the library faci1-
i t.ies. The resDon~es to this item in the questionnaire is · 
shovrn in Table II., It is seen that 264 boys or 39 per cent 
have library cards, and 336 g1r1s. or 43 per cent :possess 
. cards. About 600 cards are held by pupils in the grades 
examined. This represents about 41 per cent of the total. 
· In· Tables III and IV the interest in :particular 
kinds of stor~es, tmde~ Item VI, is shown on basis of,100 
pupils f<:>r each grade 'level.. and a.ge group res.Pectively. 
This m~angement , :places a1l recQrds upon the same basis and 
malces them .oomparableo They are bet~er imderstood. 
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Among the kinds of stories chosen Eible stories 
first d~mand attention., not· because of sentiment, bri.t be-· 
cause more pupils evince an interest in this type of read-
ing matter than any other· type. The tacts aret 
Ages 8-9* 10 .ll 12 13 14 15 16* 
l30NS 95 81 '76 83 82 84 98 81 
Girls 81 93 90 88 92' 91 83 91 
Grades IV v VI VII VIII IX 
.Boys ao SF/ as 77 87 80 
Girls 82 91 98 89 88 85 
The most evident facts in these tliminutive tables a.re (1) 
the great place of Bible stories in the interest of both 
boys and girls, (2) the striking difference between boys 
and girls at each age level 'Which is not so marked at ea.oh 
. ) 
grade level, (3) more girls evince an inter~at in the type 
than boys while the interest on the part of ·both is very 
high. It is highest v1ith bo1s· at .15 years and girls at 10 
years. 
The funny story or humorous type of· story ranlts 
second and is chosen by a large percentage of both boys and 
girls at each age and grade level. A very high per cent of 
boys evince an interest in humour at the early age of 9 
years. 
* All girls at age 8 7ears are .classed with the 9 year 
olds •. .All pupils above 16 years of age are classed 
as 16 years ol.d in oases of' both boys and girls. The 
numbers a.re sma.11. 
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Table III Peroentages of Boys and Girls in Grades IV · 
!fio IX Who Evince an Interest in Various Kinds of Stories. 
:Percentages o:e the Tota1 :for Boys and Gir1s are Indicated. 
Ranlc of Each Type of .sto~ is Shown •. 
Grade : IV : . V ., VI t. VII: VIII: IX t Tota1: Rant 
No. in : 
Grade : 
Boys ;176: ::'J.51! 110: 102: 68 : 62 i .. 669 : 
Girls:l63. : 1'73: 158: :119:. 90 t 83 : 786 : 
Bible B ao · 87. as " vv av ao · · 83 1 
G 82· 91. 98 89 88 85 ..... 89 l 
Lives of .:B 60 58 vs 68 76 68 
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55 58 57 5& ~7 58 
How to B 62 114 '16 65 78 76 
Make G 57 67 '76 ·v2 175 69 


















50. 59 48 60. 32 
'12 V'I SO 62 69 
51 49 42 46 37 
'11 '13 67 50 40 
69 .> 7,7 '12 ,, 6'1 85 7& 
61 83 77 86 7? vs 
26 
31 
26' 15 12 26 18 















Intorma- . B. 42 48 53 56 79 66 53 8 tion · G 40 48 . 51. 51 62 64 , 50 , 10 
[:I:lie table rea.ds: . SO ver cent Of. boys .and Si! per oen:t of 
girls in grade IV"1ike ·to ·read Bible stories,· and so on 
:for the who1e table. 83 per cent o:.e the total. number of 
boys and 89 per cent of the.total. number of girls for all 
the grades like :Sible stories. The story ranks one for 
· ~oys and ranks one :for girls. ) 
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Table IV Percentages of .Boys and Girls at Certain Ages 
Who Evince an Interest in Various Types of Stories. Per-
oentages of the Totals for Boys and Girls are h:J.dioated. 
Rank of Each Type is Shovm.. 
Ages :8-9: 10: 11: 12: 13: 14: 15: 16 :TotaJ.:Rank 
No. of • .Boys : 38: 72: 89:114:107:110: 67: 72 : 669: • Pupils . . Gir1s: 53: 92:116:120:140:121: 90: 54 : 786: • 
Bible :s 95 Sl 76 83 82 84 98 81 83 l 
G 81 93 90 88 92 91 83 91 89 1 
Lives of B 50 63 67 ·68 85 60 61 73 66 6 
People G 55 75 65. 65 6V 73 6'1 74 67 6 
Other B 69 61 53 61 60 55 63 64 59 7 
Peo:ple G 62 '18 66 69 63 73 65 '13 69 3 
.Animal. B 82 '72 54 73 72 64 '12 67 68 4 Life G 64 65 65 61 66 57 53 52 60 a 
Plant B . 34 50 35 54 44 49 45 47 45 11 Life G 55 54 fio 5.5 S3 59 51 55 55 9 
How to B 63 70 61 68 'll 73 59 73 69 3 
Make G 60 64 65 64 78 73 65 70 68 4.5 
Adventure B 71 64 59 71 69 71 64 73. 67 5 
G 43 41 49 46 li:6 54 42 42 46 ll 
Fairy or B 61 50 54 55 53 51 33 40 49 10 
Myth G 57 68 67 "10 7a ·71 65 54 68 4.5 
Bedtime B 84 68 54 56 50 36 37 37 51 9 
G 68 65 '11 68 64 64 47 46' 63 'I 
1i 82 81 66 ·69 75 '75 69 62 'll 2 
G 66 74 79 87 80 91 75 65 '/6 2 
Sad 13 29 38 15 26 19 23 13 19 22 12 
G 22 35 30· 32 33 32 38 30 31 12 
Inf orma- :B 61 46 50 55 53 56 54 60 53 8 ti on G 40 52 53 45 51 55 51 34 59 10 
l~e table reads: 95 per cent of boys and Sl per cent at 
girls at ages 8•9 years like to read Bible stories, and so 
on for the whole table. 83 per cent of the totaJ. number 
Of boKa and 89 ~er cent of the totaJ. number of girls f'at' all t e ages li e the :Bible sto:cy. The story ranks· one ~or 
boys and ranks one for girls.) . 
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Interest in Rew to Make Things f1uctuates in the 
case o:f' both boys and girls. Interest in this type ranks 
third for boys. On the whole a considerable number of boys 
ex_press interest in this ty:pe. Gi_rls are only slightly lower · 
than boys in expression of' interest in this kind of story. 
Girls are even higher than boys a.t ages 11,. 13 and 15 years, 
while the interest is about _the _same at 14 _years.. In the 
sixth grade the interest is a.bou.t the same but girls rise 
higher in the seventh grade.· 
For boys the animal stories oomn\and more interest 
than :ror girls. It ,is at a.ge ll years that boys show a 
fir// 
1ack of interest and ~s exeeeded by girls. There·· is a grad-
ual increase of interest among boys at the grade.levels. But 
in age groups there is considerab1e fluctuation among boys, 
while there is a gradual increase among girls to age 13 yea.rs 
and then a. gradual ·deerease is shown. 
' ' . 
In adventure eonsidera.b1a dif'f erenoe is seen be-
tv1een boys and girls. More boys choose stories of adventure 
than girls. Alm.oat a third more boys show interest in ad-
venture than girls. !L'here is a gradual. increase in inter-
est from the fourth grade through the nint;n in the case of 
both boys ahd gir1s. 'However there is a s1ight decrease 
amon~ ~oys o:r· the seventh grade. This is true of seventh 
grade boys in most of the. types of stories. 
... 1'1· -
Lives of eminent.people or biography is of consid ... 
erab1e interest to .both ~OYt?. ·ana.. ~+s. On ~ewl;1o1e tl':iere 
, ' < • 
is ve:t"'Y. little diffel!'~c~ ·1n ·the· am~t ~f intere~t di~p1eyed 
by grades and ages. The interest is small.er at the beginning 
and increases as pu1Jils grow older. 
Interest in peop1e o:f othe·r 1ands. or» travel is. 
more :pronounced in girls than in bOJ"S· With gir1s this t_ype 
of star y ranks. third,, while among ·boys . it ran:Ics seventh. 
Boys a.re s11ghtfy more interested in the informa-
tion type of story than the girls. Perhaps thi~ interest is 
inf1uenced by general seienceor history. There is a grad-· 
uaJ.. increase in interest in.the grades.among b<?YS which 
reaches its climax in the. eightJl. .grade· and .decreases in the 
ninth. The inorea.se in interest is gradual among girls and 
reaches its cJ.imax in the ninth grade. 
· The bedtime story is quite popular wi~h little 
folks among poth boys and girl.a, but interest. decreases a.a 
the 'pupils grow older., Girls. however.; seem to esrow .. more 
interested until the sixth grade, then there is the rapid 
decline. 
A larger percentage of girls in each e.ge group are 
.interested in fairy taJ.ea and myths than boys. More girls 
az.e interested at 13.years than at a:n:y other age. Among boys 
the interest is ~eater at 9 years. 
Stories.of plant life have far more interest for 
girls than :for boys •. On, the wh~1e 55 gti.-ls are, int~rested 
as com.vared with 45 boys. 
Very few express an interest in th~ sad story. 
It is not: popular with either gha1s 'or boys. Yet girls do 
evince more interest thim boys. When asked to indicate the 
stories that were not liked the sad story was the only story 
in 'which· marked dislilte was expr.es'sed. (see Tabies Ix and 
X) • 
In Item VII in t)le qu.estionns.ire, the pupils were 
asked to indicate by a aeoond cheek tbJ!ee types of stories 
that are the best liked. ~ables v and vr show the results 
for boys and Tables VII' and VIII show the resiilts £or girls. 
These tables perhaps indicate more truly what their real 
choices are. 
' In expressing their best 1iked types of' stories, 
boys at age 9 yea.r.s prefer, firs't~ fmmy stories; second, 
J3ible stori.es; third,. bedtime stories. At age 10 yea.rs 
preference is shown for J3ible stories first, bedtime,second,. 
and funny stories, third. · At age 11 to 14 yea.rs,· illclusive, 
l31ble stories are ~irst, adventnre, second, and How to 
malte· things, third. At ages ~5 to 16 years inc1usive Bible 
stories lead, adventure r~s second, and information, third. 
In the special. choice of' three types·on'grade 
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Table V :Best Liked Kinds of Stories Chosen by Boys in 
Certain Grades. Times Chosen in Item VI. Special. Choice 
. Indicated by Item VII and Per Cent of Total Choices A:re 
Here Indieated. Totals and Rank. 
Kinds of: Grades To- • .Ra. stories • : IV: V : VI: VII: VIII: IX:talsink · • 
Bible Times· Chosen 141 132 97 119 59 50 558. 
S:pecia.1 .Choice 97 82 ?7 5'1 32 34 379 
Per. Cent 70 54 '79 72 54 68 66 1 
How to Times Chosen 109 102 84 :' 66. 53· 47 461 
Malte Specia1 Choice 43 33 34 35 23 17 185 . 
Per Cent 40 32 40 53 43 36 40 I 
Adven- ~imes Chosen 102 95 81 '70 56 48 452 
ture Speoia1 Choice 38 40 41 40 43 30 232 
Per Cent 37 42 50 57 77 62 51 2 
Bedtime Times Chosen 112 76 54 43 31 23 339 
Special. Ohoiee 49 25 6 4 1 4 89 
Pe~ Cent 44 32 11 10 3 ll 26 6 
Funny Times Chosen 121 106 '19 68 58 47 479 
SJ.lecial Choice 69 44 16 34 ·21 15 199 
J?er Cent 5'7 43 20 50 36 32 42 3 
Inf' or~ Times Chosen '74 '13 59 57 54 41 358 
ma.ti on Special Choice 8 15 21 18 23 21 106 
Per Cent 11 21 Z6 31 43 51 29 5 
(The ;·:tabl.e reads: the Bibl.e Story was chosen 141 times by 
boys· in· grade IV and that 97 or 70 per cent of them con-
sidered it one of their best likes stories, and so on for 
ea.ch grade in the table. The tota.J.s show that 558 chose 
t~e story and ~79 of the total number or 66 i>er cent con-
sidered it one of their special ohoice. It ranks one 
because a 1arger per .cent sp.owed s].)eeiaJ. :preference for 
it than any other kind. Each kind of story is treated in 
this .manner.) 
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Table VI Best Liked Kinds of Stories Chosen by :Boys at 
Certain 'Ages. Times Chosen in Item VI, Specia1 Choice In-
dicated by Item VII and Per Cent of Total Choices a.re Here 
Indicated. .Totals and }laiiks. 
Kinds of: 
Stories : Ages 
Bible Times Chosen 
Specia1 Choice 
Per Cent 
How to Times Chosen 
l!ake Special. Choice 
Per Cent 
Adven- ~imes Chosen 
ture Special Ohoice 
Per Oent 
Bedtime · Times Chosen 
Special Choice 
Per Cent 
Funny Times Chosen 
Special. Choice 
Per Cent 
Infor- Times· Chosen 
mation Special Choice 
Per Cent 
16- To- :Ra 
: 9:10:11:12:13:14:15:19 :tals:nlt 
56 58 68 94 88 92 66 56 558 
23 ZS 41 76 48 71 37 45 379 
64 66 60 7'7 55 7'1 66 so 66 1 
_24 so n4 1a '16 ao 45 54 461 
5 19 28 27 33 34 15 24 185 
21. 58 52 34 45 43 33 44 40 4 
27 46 52 81 74 ~8 43 51 452 
9 16 30 43 39 39 22 54 232 
Z3 35 58 53 53 50 51· 66 51 2 
32 49 48 64 54 40 25 27 .339 
12 23 20 13 8 6 3 4 89 
38 53 42 20 15 15 12 15 26 6 
31 58 59 79 80.83 46 45 479 
23 28 28 23 36 24 18 19 199 
. '14 48 4'1 29 45 29 38 42 42 3 
23 33 44 63 57 62 36 40 358 
2 3 8 18 15 26 14 20 106 
9 9 18 28 26 42 40 50 29 5 
(The table is read a.hd interpreted .in the same manner as 
Table V except that choices ~e indicated by ages and not by 
grades as is shown in Table V. ) 
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Ta.b1e VII Best Liked. Kinds of Stories Chosen by Girls in 
Certain Grades. Times Chosen in Item VI, Spacial Choice 
Indicated by Item VII. and Per Cent of Total Choices are 
Here Indicated. TotaJ.s and Ranks. · 
finds of: 
Grades. • IV:. v : VI: VII: VIII: IX: To- Ranlt Stories .. • tale: . 
:Sible Times Chosen 154:157:154:105: '19 • '/l. '100 • Special Choice 115 115 114 64 55 44 507 
Per Cent 86 '13 74 61 110 62 72 
.Fairy- Times Chosen av 124 121· 94 56 57 539 
Wiyth Special Choice 39 54 58 50 ZS 51 270 
Per· Oent 50 44 48 53 68 54 51 
:Bedtime !t'imes·Ohosen 101 123 116 '18 45 . 33 496 
Spooia1 Choice '10 55 45 . 22 13 9 214 
Per Cent 68 44 40 28 29 27 43 
Times Chosen 99 143 121. 101 69 65 598 
Special Choice 65 85 62. 55 44 32 343 
Per Oent 65 60 51 54 63 50 53 







Tab1e VIII . nest Liked Kinds of stories. Chosen by Gir1s : 
a$ Certain Ages. (Data dei--ived in manner of the above table.) 
Kinds ·Of: · lt? To- •Ra stories : · :S-9:10.: ll: 12: 13: 14.:15:18: tale; Dk 
Bible Times Chosen · ·43 86 104 106 ·12'1 ·110 '15 49 '100 . 
Special. Choice 51 .67 80 8'1 92 63 49 38 507 





Timas Chosen 30 63 
Special Choice 11. 41. 
Per Cent 36 65 
Times Chosen 36 61 
Speaia.1 Choice 22 32 
Per Oent 61 52: 
Times Ohosen 35 68 
Speoia.1 Choice 19 57 










84 110 86 59 29 539 
37 52 46 3112 2110 
44 52 53 52 41 51 
82 89 '18 42 25 496 
34 36 18 16 6 214 
42 40 26 40 25 43 
93 111 96 68 35 598 
55 63 55 59 17 343 
60 56 5'1 57 49 53 
(The table is read ~d interpreted in the same manner as 
Table V, except that choices are indicated by ages and not 





levels, it is seen that Bible stories rank :first in each 
BTade except t~e eighth. There is a decidedly greater 
interest in ad~enture in this gra~e. -· Onl.:;/ 54 per cent of 
the boys chose the Bible story while 77 per, cent express 
interest :in adventure. Adventure is second in grades VI. 
VII and IX. It ranks third in grade V. The fanny story 
.is second in grades IV tm.d v. How to ma.lee .. things is third 
in grades VI.to VIII. I'ha information ty:pe ranks equa1 
with the Row to Make type of stories in the grade:' VIII. In 
grade IX the .information· stor1" ranks third. 
Except in the case o:f Bible· stories, wliich ranks 
first in al1 grades and in aJ.1 age groups among gir1s, the 
choices of girls a.re dif~erent from the boys. In the special. 
choices of girls, the ~story ranks second at ages ll 
· to 16•18 yea.rs inclusive. !Che bedtime and :fairy stories 
rallking second at ages 8 and 9years.and10 years respec-
tively. The fairy or myth ranks third at ages 12 to 16· 
18 years, 1nc1usive. The bedtime ranks t~d at ages 10 
and 11 years. The fu.nny story ranks third at ages 8 and 
9 years. 
.1:3y grades the bedtime ,story ranks second in grade 
IV and sh.a.res rank three with fairy stories in grade v; 
The fairy story ranks third in grades VI and VII, and second 
in grades VIII and IX.. The ~ story ranks third in 
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grades IV, VIII and IX, and second in grades V, VI and Vfi. 
Pupils were asked to indicate the kind .or types 
, of stories they do not 1ike. !fhe results show that the per 
oent o:.C _pupil.a ex.vressing a dislike is very small in e.11 
grades and ages. The exception is found however in the type 
of story ex]ressi.Dg sadness. ~is type is markedly. in dis-
favor as was referred to above. 
An investigation o~.the interests o:f'. boys and 
·girls in items found in the newspaper reveal.a some facts 
worthy of our consideration here. These facts are set 
f ortl'l in !fables XI and XII. 
i'he :fozuly_seetion is perhaps the most interesting 
feature of the newspaper for boys. Gir1e show as much 
interest as boys in tll.e same class of items. ltore boys 
in the higher grades show interest than in the: 1ower grades. 
:But this interest is ·high in lower years of age~ This is 
a tru.e condition among gir1s. The interest fluctuates in 
both grades and yea-rs of, age for both sexes. 
Schoo1 news is the most attractive item :ror 
girls, while it r~ second among boys. This interest in 
school. news is perhaps the thing to be expected since the 
looai daily newspapers feature this kind of news. Pu.»ils 
are lead to take interest :in this sort of nev1s because they 
Table IX. Outstanding Type of Stoey in:Whieh:Marked Dislike 
is sliowri" in Certain Grades. Reactions Indicated on Basi.s ·of 
100. 
GrJes '·IV: ·v • VI: V!I:VIII: ll!' Total . 
No. in Boys 176; 151.: ·110: 102: 68: 62: 669 
Grooe Girls 163: 1'13: 158: 119: 90: 85~ 786 
Sad B 67 62. 71· 
.. 
78 63. 69 se: 
Story. G 51 59 61 54 50 4S 54 
·( Tlle table reads: 6'7 Per Cent of boys am. 51 Per oent of girls 
in grade IV do not like the s~o tY,Pe of story,. and so on. fox• 
the whole table. 68 Per Cent. of the total number of boys. and 
54 Per aent of the tote.1· number ·of gb.•ls do not like the sa.dt: 
story.) 
Table x. Outstanding Type of Story in .Which lJia.rked Dislike 







: 6-9: 10: ll: 12::· 13: 14: 15: i6: 
Boys: 38: 72: 89:114:10'1:110: 67~ 2: 
Girls: 53:. 92:116:120:140:121: 90:' 54: 
B · 58 61 67 · 68 72 73 '11 '16 






{The table is read mid interpreted as the above, Tabl·e IX, 
except the reaction by ages is shown rather than by grades.) 
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Table XI. Percentages of Boys and G+rls. in qrs.des IV to IX WUo 
.Evince an Interest ;in Various Newspspe:r Items.. l'eroentagea of 
the Totals of _Boys and Girls are Indicated .. ·Rank of Ea.ch It~ 
j_S HhOV/"il• 
··To- .. •. 
Grades IV : v . vr·: VII:VIII: ll . ta1a :: !i?ank . . 
. , , . 
No. of' Bbys 176:. 151:. 110:.102:. 68: 6_2:. 669. • •. 
Pu:oils Girls 163: · 17,5:·· 1.68: · ·119: · 90:' 83:' 786' .. .. 
Head.l,.nes B 37; 28 34 . . 47 '11 '14 42 9 
G 41:: 55 57 52 .52 55 42 9 
Citizenship B 54 44 45 44 66 48 43 a 
lfmvs G 45 58 41 39 50 49 43 8 
Other .Parts Of B 48 47 54 52 75 67 53 7 u. s. G . 52 40 47 66 58 65 50 6•5 
Foreign lieus B 45 50 58 61 72 60 55 6 
G 50 39 45 66 54 68 51 5 
Edi toriaJ.s B 19 19 20 20 41 24 21 17 
G 21 17 22 41 40 27 26 13 
School Uews B 61 59 82 69 91 87 '10 2 
·G '72 74 ?3 92 84 88 '79· l 
.Advertise- .B 21 28 32 32 55. 44 31 13 
men ta G 52 52 33 56 49 38 39 10 
WDnt-a.da B 26 23 30 37 52 27 30 15 
G 38 29 21 44 37 18 30 11 
Sports and B 46 46 69 V4 92 86 63 3 
llthletics G 39 33 4'1 65 '13 '18 50 6.5 
Stories B 63 52 6V 52 176 63 60 4 
G 70 72 68 78 '18 76 73 3 
Funny Seation l3 62 66 82 73 94 76 72 1 
G 72 73 VO. 87 aa 03 ;' '73 2 
Puzzles B 63 4.0 72 51 59 56 56 5 
G 68 65 60 VO 62 64 63 4 
,Accidents J3 29 33 36 36 49 36 34 10 
G 20 23 16 39 47 40' 29 12 
(The table is read and interpreted in same manner as Table III.) 
Table- XI .• Continued'.• 
To-· . • 
Grades : IV :· v • VI ., VII:VIII:. IX • te.1s : . Ra.Dk . . • 
No. of Boys :1'76: 151:: 1101: 102f 68:' 62:· 669 • .. 
P~ils Girls .· .. 163: · 1'13: 168: · 119: 90: 83: 1186 
Arrests D ·. 35 
.. 
35 52 19 38 31 31 13 
G 21 19 10 24 32 19 20 17 
liold-ups :a .. 52 34· 35~ 36 44 26 34 1·1 s 19 20 11 26 46 23 22 15 
·' 
Robberies B 20 50 36· 33 40 24 31 13 
G 15 18 11 28 34 23 21 16 
Murdet·s· B 28 26 53 28 38 27 29 16 
G 18 20 10 38 32 2'l 23 14 
Table XII. Percentages of Boys '·and Girls a.t Certain- Agee Who 
!.'Vince: an Interest in Various Newspaper Items. _Percentages of 
the_ Totals of Boys and Girls a.re .IIidicated• ltank of JtJach !tan 
is Bhown. ·· · · ~- · · 
To-
Ages :8-9: 10: 11: 12: l~: 14: l5!l6-19:tals: Rank 
No·. of Boys: 30: 72:. B9i·ll4:10'1tll0: 6?: '12 • 669: .. • 
PU]2ils Grrls: ,53: 92:116:120:140:121:. 90: ·54 • 786: . 
Headlines B M 43 31 36. 50 38 50 68 42· g 
G 5'1 39 29 43 ,45 41 48 61 42 9 
Citizenship B " 31 42 34 47 ·43 46 46 45 43 a 
. News · G 41 59 31 55 .42 36 ·46 59 43 s 
Other Pa:dB :B ·44 66 38 . 50·· 60 65 68 59 53 '1 
Of U. 8. G. '58 4'1 3'1 58 47 47 52 ·51 60 6.5 
Foreign B 47 6.3~ 42. 50· :56 54 64 63 65 6 
News G 64. 46 32 61 58 54 . 55 "57 51 5 
f The table is read and interpreted as Table IV.) 
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Ta.ble XII. · · · Contbm.ed. 
To-
Agee :8•9: 10: 11: 12: 13: '14: l5:16-l9:tals: ,Rank 
no .. of :Boys: 3St 72: 89: 114: 107 :.110: -$7: 72 . 669: . 
· Pu:Gils G·irls: 53: 92:116:120:140:121.: 90: . 54 .. '/S6: • 
Edi toria.1s B 18 22 15 21 25 27 22 18 21 17 
G 24 20 22 25 2'1 34 25 14 26 13 
School :s· 78 . '13 56 64 'll 69 71 86 ?O ·2 
News G "17 '10 5'1 90 74 85 85 83 '79 l 
Advertise~ B 15 38 19 35 26 35 46 36 31 13 
manta G 30 35 35 39 39 43 42 44 39 10 
Want-Ada B 18 5l 1'1 35 -31 35 32 29 30 15 
G 28 32 21 28 33 56 30 29 30 11 
Sports and B 47 60 48 51 66 58 68 86 63 3 
Athletios G 41 39 ·31 49 50 58 6'/ :70 50 6.5 
Stories :a 78 71 61 52 61 55 56 66 60 4 
G 94 ·63 65 '19 63 79 78 72 '13 3 
1!1unny B 78 ·V6 .64, 64 78 60 75 .· 81 72 l 
Section G 77 64 61 85 70 85 83 ·77 '13 2 
Puzzles B 81 45 53 .45· GB 56 61 54 56 6 
G '11 67 56 74 60 61 63 61 63 4 
Accidents B 39 41 25 30 36 30 40 29 34 10 
G 28 17 17 28 27 21 42 42 29 12 
Arrests B 39 36 26 30 28 2'1 28 26 31 13 
G 26 9 20 20 18 23 20 25 20 17 
Ho1d-ups B 34 44 25 28 39 28 40 36 34 11 
G 30 10 14 20 24 24 52 22 22 15 
Robberies B 31 33 25 28 39. 30 35 2V 31 13 
G 16 15 16 21 22 53 22 .22 2l 16 
Murders B 50 26 23 28 32 29 34 22 29 16 
G 24 I5 14 25 21 26 27 28 22 14 
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are often mentioned in the columns, and their names often 
appear in print. Sahoo1 news is of greatest interest· to 
girls at the age of 12 years. A large per 9ent of the girls 
of the seventh grade r·eflect interest here, .• · 
. The boys evinoe. e. large amount o:f i~t_erest in 
sports and _athietics. That interest while low in the 1ower 
e-rades rapidly inereases un.t~1 the maximum is reached in 
the ninth grade. In age groups the greatest interest is 
. shovm in the 16-19 years .o1d group. Girls show a gradual 
increase in interest after a deeline at .grade v. It. 
reaohes its high peak a.t 'grade IX. 
Stories that a.re published in our newspapers are 
.of great interest to both boys and girlso- Girls a.re oven 
more interested in them than boys. It is rather aurpris• 
ing to find this interest more mani~est at the early ages 
than later. Stories rank third among girls. 
Puzz1es hold a pls.oe.o:t interest among both 
sexes. It is highest however among sm.'111 boys about the 
age of 12 years.. This interest re:f'lecta itself in grade 
VI among boys and· grade VII among girls. 
Foreign news 1s interesting to both sexes. Boys 
show more of it than girls on the whole. Thi's interest is 
i>robably ·stimuJ.ated by classroom studies. Pupils are oall-
~d upon to make use of :foreign nevts especially in the study 
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of history and geography. Interest in trave1 may exert 
its influence 3ust here. It is greatest among boys at 15 
years and among girls at 12 years. Great interest 1s 
evinced among the boys of the ei£11th grade' and gir1s of 
the seventh and· ninth grades~ 
.News from other part.s of the United States has 
considerable interest for bot.11 boys and girls. Boys show 
a trii*l.e more interest in this than gir1s it appears. Row-
. . ·. / ever girls at early ages, and at 12 and 16 years a.re more 
i11terested than boys. The same ia true in grades IV a.nd 
VII. 
Interest in citizenship news, such as elections, 
imJ!rovements, legislation, etc.> is not great. On the 
who1e boys and girls evince about the same amount of inter-
est. 
Newspaper headlines attract the attention of a.bout 
42 !>er ee11t of both boys and girls. 
Boys are slight1y interested in news of accidents. 
Girls show a pronounced dis11ke '.for this quality of news.· 
Advertisements and want-ads have more charm tor girls than 
for boys. Perhaps the: disp1ay of wearing· a.}lpare1 8:l'ld illus-
trations of dress styles which ao o~ten aocompenies ad-
vertisement a is the influence that creates the interest. 
13oys at age 15 years and gir1s at age 14 years are. most 
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affected. This reflects itself in grade VIII among boys 
and grade VII among girls. In the ea.se of want-ads boys 
evince a. pronounced dislike rather than a large amount of 
interest in the items. . :Boys in grade VIII show most inter-
est .in this ty:pe o:r items. 
Editorials have little attraction for boys and 
girls. Perhaps this 1aek of interest is due to the lack 
of. emphasis placed on this pa.rt of the newspaper. A large 
per cent ex_press themselves as not liking _or neve~ reading 
the editorial items. 
Arr~sts, hold-ups, robberies, and murders have 
small interest for boys and girls. For a number of years · 
teachers have discouraged the reading of' these items in ·the 
. newspa,Pers. l?robably this influence is the factor which 
br~ngs these results. Tables XIII and XIV refl.eot the 
negative attitude toward these items. A la.rge per cent of 
both boys and girls in the distribution, both by age and by 
grade, show a dislike for these 1 tams of news. Only the 
pronounced _and . mo st outstanding 1 tems a.re set forth here. 
The negative reaction toward the other things found in the, 
newspaper is negligible. Many expressed no reaction on 
many of the news 1 tams. 
In the.expressed choices of the best liked items 
of news indicated tor boys by grEides the funny section ranks 
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Table XIII Outstanding :Nev1spaper Items Not Read. by l3oys 
a.n<I Girls. Reaction Indi~ated on Basia of 1000. · 
Grades • IV.: v • VI: VII:VIII: IX : Total • • 
No. of' l3oys 1'16: !5!: 110: IO!: '5rh 62: 669 
Pu.pils Girls 163: 1113!; 158: 119: 90: 83: '186 
Editorials l3oys 64 63 61 60 46 61 59 
.Advertise-
·ments ff 62 64 51 49 39 41 51 
Want-Ads ·tf 61 62 59 53 59 47 54 ...,. 
Arrests tr 59 '62 61 '59 5'1 50 58 
Robberies u 62 63 58 63 58 67 62 
'.Murders fl 6l. 58 56 53 46 62 56 
"r'.· 
Editorials Girls 59 69 68 51 4'1 58 60 
Accidents ft '11 64 70 51 49 47 59 
Jrrrests fl 65 67 69 55 54 .50 59 
. Hold-ups n 59 62 63 58 59 56 58 
Robbers n 61 60 52 '57 64 54 58 
Murders n 58 53 59 . 50 53 56 55 
(The table reads as :f.'oJ.lmws:· · 64 per cent of boys and 
59 per cent of girls in Grade IV do not.like to read edi-
torials, and so on :for the whole table.) 
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· Table XIV. Outatancling Iiewspa:per Items Not Read by l3oys 
and Gii"'ls at Gerta.in Ages. Reactions Indicated on :Basis 
··of 100. 
es :8~9: Total 
No. o:r: :Boys 
PuJ2ils: Girls . 786 . 
Editorials· Boys·· ·51· 59'. ·64 56 51 6l. 59 59 59 
Advertise-
men ts ft 60 59 61 43 51 ~4 4.'7 5l. 51 
VI ant-Ads ft '71 61 61 53 51 40 44 35 54 
Arrests ft 54 51 62 61 64 59 53 65 58 
Robberies ff 61 59 '10 64 51 69 59 62 62 
Murders n 23 51 &·2 63 58 62 61 6'1 58 
Editorial.a Girls ·66 6.4 66 60 59 56 61 58 60 
, Accidents ff 63 ?2 '11 54 61. 64 30 34 59 
.Arrests n 43 'll 54 61 49 62 n 61 59 
Hold-Ups n 51 64 61 56 5'1 47 59 66 58 
Robberies tr 56 61 59 69 61 5'1 46 51 58 
Murders ff 61 54 55 49 43 51 62 67 55 
(The table reads as follows: 61 per cent of boys and 56 
· :per cent of girls at ages 8-9 .years do not l.ike to read 
editoria1s, and so on for the whole table.) 
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Table XV Most. PoptU.ar Choices in. Things Found in the · _,. 
E'ewspaper Among Boys in Certain Grades. Totals and Ranlts 
Indioatedl (The table is rea.d in the same manner e.s 
Table V.) 
G r· a. d e s To-Newspaper Items 
V·:LVI:VII;VIII: IX: ~als; Rattk IV • • .. ·• 
Schoo1 Times· Chosen 108 89 90 110 62 54 473 
:News Speoial Choice "50 44 44 46 Z3 28 245 
· Per Cent . ''.46 49 49 65 , 55 52 51 3 
Sports Times Chosen 81 69 76 '15 63 .53 417 
Speoitil. Choice 22 27 43 50 38 48 228 
Per Cent 21 29 5& 66 60 90 54 2 
Funny Times Chosen 109: 99 90 . 94 64 47 . 483 
Section Special Choice ·n 62 .43 48 36 39 299 
Per Cent. 65 63 48 64 56 63 62 l 
Puzzles Times Chosen 110 61 '19 p2 40 35 377 
S}.lecia.l Ohoieen 53 34 21 16 9 10 143 
Per Cent 48 55 26 51 23 28 38 4 
Table XVI Most Popu1a.r Choices in Things Found in the 
Nev1spa:per Among Boys at Certain .Ages •.. Total.a and Ranks 
Indicated. (The tab1e is read in the same manner as Table 
V. except . choices are indicated by ages rather tP,a.n by grades. ) 
Age s TO•· 
ta:Ls 
V.11®·-.,,\.-. ;-11-:1_2 .... :_1_3 ..... : l._4_:_.1_5_: 1-6-ili.._1_9: Rank 
Newspaper Items 
Sehool Times Chosen 30 52 52 76 77 76 48 62 473 
News· S:peoiaJ. Choice 10 22 2/1 40 43 37 _33. 33 245 
· Per Cent 35 · 41 60 40 55· 49 68 53 51. 3 
S:ports Times Chosen 18 43 45 59 '11 ?5 46 62 417 
Specia1 Choice 3 21 16 28 41 45 3l 43 228 
·Per Cent 16 42 37 45 58·60 67 69 . 54 2·: 
Funny Times Chosen 31 56 58 '76 S5 6'1 50 ·60 483 
Section Special Choice 21 ·37 37 ·54. 41 34 33 42 299 
Per Cent · ·YO 68 ?"/ '11 48 51 66 70 62 1 
Puzz1es !Cimes. Chosen 31 . a3 -4'1 55 '12 61 41 39 377 
Special Choice 15 22 26 1'1 24 12 10 17 143 
Per Oent . 48 66· 54 32 33 20 25 43 38 4 
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first in grades IV and V, (see Table XV) second 1n grades 
VIII and IX and third 1n grades VI and J VII. Sports and 
athletics rank second on the whole. However, it ranks 
first in grades VI, VII, VIII and IX. and fourth in grades. 
· IV and V. School news is third in general. rank. It ranks 
second in grades VI and VII, third in grades IV, V, VIII 
and IX. Puzzles hav.e a place among the preferred i tams of 
the newspaper. This class of items ranks second in grades 
IV and v, and :fourth· in other grades. 
In the distribution by ages, Table XVIj the 
:runny section is first a.t ages 9, 10, · ll,t ·12 •. 16-19 7ea.rs, 
second at age 14 years,. and third at age 15 years. The . 
item concerning s:ports and athletics leaJ.s at ages 13 and 
14 yea.rs; second. at ages 12, 15 and 16-19 years; third, 
at age 10 years. School news ranks first at age 15 years;. 
second, at 11 and 13 years; and third, at ages 9, 12 1 14 
and 16-19 years. For the grou.p it is third. Pllzzles ran1c 
second at ages 9 and 10 years; and third at ll.years. 
The preferred items for girls are funn.1' section, 
school news and stories., When considered by grades, the 
:runny section ranks first in grades IV, v, VI. VII, and 
VIII. It is second ·in grade IX. Sahoo1 news.is first in 
grade IX and second in grades V, VI. and VII; and third 
in grades IV and VIII. Stories rank third for a11 grades 
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on the· whole. They are· second in point of interest for 
gir1s in grades IV and VIIIr and third in other grades. 
Table XVII indicates this. 
' ' In the distribution by ages it is seen that the 
funny section of t~e newspaper has much.interest for ~rls 
as indioat.ed in Table XilIII~ It ran1cs first at ages a, 9, 
11, 12, and 14 years. It is se.cond at a.gas io. 13, ~d 
' . 
15 years. At age 16 years it is third. School news ranks 
first at ages 10, 15, and 16 years; second at ages a, 9, 
and 12 -u..eara; third at ages 11, .1~,and 14 years •. Stories 
rank first at. age 13 years; second. at ages 11, 14~~d 16 
years;. third at ages a, 9, 10,.12~ and 15 yea.rs. 
.. . 
; 'The books reaa. and: en·Joyed by .. the· pupils during 
the year numbered 894. ·.nthou.gh pupils wer.e· asked to name 
tv10 books, first and second choices, 59 pupi1s did·not re-
. . . 
SJ)Ond v1ith a:n:y book. 1062 pupils named one book only, 
while 334 had two books to offer. Thus 1730 selections 
were ma.de from the 894 .di:fferent 'titles. ·since leas than:: 
a third of the pupils who reported books had a second 
choice to offer, the matter ot choices• first"a.nd second, 
was disregarded and ·all the selections v1ere counted to-
gether without regard to choice• Those pupiis who offered 
a. second favorite were not in large enough numbers to be 
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Table.XVII Most Popul.ar· Choices in !fhings Found in the 
Newspaper .Among Girls in Certain. Grades. Totals and Rank 
of Choices Indicated. (The table is read and interpreted 
in the same manner as Tab1e V. ) . · 
News:Paper Items Grades To-
:IV: iJ' : vt:iTII:V!!l:!xt tals :Rank 
Schoo1 Times Chosen 111 129 116 108 V6 73 613 
News Special Choice 49 92 76 69 51 50 389 
Per Cent 42 73 66 64 67 70 65 2 
Stories Times Chosen 114.125 107 92 VO 63 571 
Special Choice 58 71 64 48 54 34 329 
Per Cent . · 48 57 60 52 73 54 58 3 
Funny Times Chosen 107 127 111 102 119 69 595 
Section Specia1 Choice 58 92 84 V4 60 42 409 
· Per Cent 54 '74 75 VO V6 61 69 l 
Table XVIII :Most Popular Choices in Things·· Found. in the 
Newspaper Junong Girls at Certain Ages. Tota:ts and Rank of 
Choices Indicated. (The tab1e is read and interpreted in 
the same manner as Table V. Choices by ages are indicated. ) 
Newspaper Items A g e s To- Ra 
a-9:1o:11: 12; !3: 14: 15:16tals nlt 
School Times Chosen 40 65 66 109 105 104 '17 45 613 
· News Special Choice 23 46 40 ·· 72 60 57 55 36 389 
J?er Cent · 5'1 'll. 60 66 58 55 ·71 80 63 2 
Stories Times Chosen. 50 58 "16 93 89 96 70 39 571 
Special Choice 22 34 5'1 45 58 58 39 16 329 
Per Cent . 44 57 75 4'7 65 60 5'1 '73 58 3 
Funny Times Chosen 41. 59 72 103 99 104 76 42 595 
Seetion Special Choice 29 40 54 '15 64 '73 49 25 409 
· . Per Cent 71 61'/ 76 112 64 · 70' 65 59 69 1 
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classified in aD.'3' particular grade or age. They were found 
in a1l grades and ages, but the number was never great 
enough to etf'eot changes 1n resu.1ts •. 
· ·. It ·1s impract~oa.1 to .report the titles .of many 
. books . ~rhich seem. t9 be popU!ar at the different . ages and in 
.the.different gr~des •. :Seca~se so many different titles were 
· . rep~ted, .very few book.s · ar~ outstanding. This is evident. 
In Tab~e XIX 706 titles 9ocur · on.1y onee, 94 oceur two times · 
each. etc~. These' numerous titles were classified into 
groups as it appears the mos.t :practical.. The groups are . ' . . 
' i . • ' '., ".,. • ) ' ; ' 
. maJce things, juvenile :fic~ion,, a.dUl.t fiation,. humour. in-
formation and miooella.neous. 
Among stories classed as :Bib1e stories, the Life 
Chris.t occurs 35 .times.. It is ~he most outataJ1~ng :i>ook 
o.f this group.. The outstanding books in the class of bio-
grapb.y are 'f'Life of Booker T. Washington", "Life of' Lin-
coln".. ea.ch a.p:paaring 6 times. and the 11Life of Paul. Law-
. . 
rence Dunbar", appearing 4 'times. Under travel stories~ 
"The Land o.f the Eskimo" appears 6 times. In the c1as.s of 
adventtire stories, "Jack the Giant Xil1er". oecurs 40 
times·; ••Jaok ·and: the : :nemi SteJ.kn. 38 times; "Robinson cru..;.. 
. soe", 26 times·; "Robin Hood",' 21. times·; "Tarzantt, 16 times; 
. "Ca.11 of the Wild". 15 times; "Treasure Island n and "King 
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Table XIX. The Classes of Material in nooks Read· by Boys 
'and Girls. the Number of. Dif:f'erent Titles ·Of Ea.ah Class, 
and the Numb~r o~ Re~urrenc~~ of the Samf?l Title. · .. · 
' .. . . 
~- fo:. cl> : ·.·~ I Classes ·.• rt . I ' c3 
' ~. ;~ 
t •' iB ~~. ct}. :::: . Of . -0 :0 mi 
s:f .. ' f.t. '. ea Af-.1 
Material rt k . {; Q)(!) 




0 0. ~Jj . E-f .,.. 0 l:' ~ p C) fd . .,-t 11~ 
mo ~o 
~ .,... g~ ~-fi:t ~~ :!:S E-t ~ P:i 
Diffe~ent 
42.9 ·i1e Titles M 24 27 58 14· 152 10 45 3 894 
, ' 
1 30 19 22 33 10 115 531 102 .5 35· 3· '705 
·2 s 2 '3· 3 3 ·18 51 5 l 5· '188 
3 1 2 5 15 2 l l 81 _,,. .4 l 1 l a 2 2 60 
5 : l 2 15 
G 2 1 1 3 l 48 
7 .. 1 4 1 42 
Ol a 2 l l 32 
<D ·g ·1 2 l l 45 a 10 2 l l 40 <t> ll ,. 2' l '. 33 ~ 
~ 12 3 1 48 
0 13·· l 13 
O> 15 l l 30 c-.; 
16 . ' l l .32 rs 17 l ·: ·.· 17-
·tl 18 l 18 
D ·19 1 · 19 21 l 21. 
~ 24 l 24 
26 .. l 26· 




38 l 38;. 
40 l 40. 
52 l 52 
Total 
Seleations 71 42 34 45 20 395 '170 '190 '17 83 3 1730 
' 
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Arthur", 11 times. "Grlmm's Fairy Tal.es" occurs 28 times 
and "Blaclt :Beauty", 24 times .in the class of juven11e 
fiction~ "U':no1e Tom •s Cabi:iln is the. ~tf tanding book in 
the class of adul.t fi~tion~: occUrring 18 times·.· 11Tom 
Sawyer" leads in humorous books. It appears 52 times. 
while "Peek's :Bad J3oy" appea.rs9 times and "Huck Finn" 
appears 6 times. !rhe l3ook of Knowledge appears 19 times 
in. the class of information boolts. ''United States. His ..... 
tory" appears a times. 
In Tab1es·xx and ~ is seen the distribut+on 
... 
. of the selections bJ grade and .. age .. respectively. More 
, 
sele.c:tions are reported from the class of adv~nt~e stt)ries 
among boys· than any ot}ler, class.· The 1argest number of 
selections made by girls is taken from the c1aas of 
311'Veni1a· fiction., Juven11e fiction however 1s a close 
second among· boys. Adul.t :fiction has charm tor girls in 
upper grades antJ. at ages beginning at 12 years., · while the 
few seleotions made by boys are most interesting in upper 
grades and at ages begim>;ing at 13 yea.rs. 
Selections made :from the class o:f information 
storiea indicate that boys read more wideJ.y in this :f'ield 
than girls. ~is appears to be true in th.a case of 
humorous stories al.so., There were 68 selections from 
the . class of ·humorous stories reported by boys as con-
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!J!nbl_e 1Jt. ~JPGS of llooke .Actllal.ly Rood du.ring !term. 
£lumber of ~elections in ..ia.cb ·i7T.Pe Indicated and Ar-
ranged by Be:x m.1d Grade•, Totals nna. Rank of !l'ypes 
Indicated. 
~o-
Grad ea : IV: v : VI:v·II:\111!: IX:tals! fta.nk 
.Boys 176:161:110:102: 6Ef; 62: 669: 
Gir:ts 165:173:158:119: 90 : BS: '188: 
.Adult B 2 6 4 14 14. 13 53 5 
, JPiction G 5 2 ' 52 44 \47 137 2. 
Juveni1e :a 102 97 49 .. 26 , 5 ·3 282 ·~ 
Fiction G 1517 133 1.27 5'1 18 16 ·488 l 
·Adventure B 51 39 '1'1 46 44 32 ·289 l 





m Informs.•· B 
~- tion G 
0 
rQ RoliV to B 
~ Yalta G 
~ Nature B 
f; G 







6 5 7 4 5 .2 2'7 6 a a 19 l s · : 5 · :44 4 
a s 2 6 a ·s 22 a 
8 2 6 l l 2 20 6~5 
5 11 l.a 10 5 . '1 M . 4 
3 3 15 5 2 ·5 29 .5 
2 .2 . ? . 2.· 2 . 2 l.5· 10 
1 2 l·~ . 1 5 10 
3 . 6 5 7 2 2 25 . 'l 
5 4 4 3 2 2 20 6.5 
5 a 1 i .2 17 ·g 
'I ' 2 1 17 8 
2 2 3 9 33 19 68 . 3 
l212i 2 ,g 9 
l l 2 11 
l l 11 
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Table XXI. Types of Books Acrtually Read During· Te:rm,. 
l~umber ·Of Se1ectiona in Ee.eh Type Indicated and arra..11ged 
by Sex end .. Age~ Totals and llanlt of Types. Indicated. · 
Ages :8-9: ·10: it: l.2: 13: 14.: 15.: 161 To-... ,,. ta.ls:Rank 
11lo. Of Boye: SB: ·•12: ·aa:1:i4:107.:110.1 6•1: '12: 669 
~~pils G;trJ.s: 53: 92:116:120:140:121:· 90: 54·: 786 ,,,..,...,. •........ . . n '!Iii 
Adult l3 ·;~ 3. 1 10: 9: 16: 14: 53: 5 
Fioimn G l 5· 22 35 27 24 ·23 13'1 2 
Juvenile B 59 51. 41 4V 24 57 12 11 282 2 
Fiction G 88 62 109: 59 ··61· 52 15 22 488. l 
Adventure :a 21: 36 26 3i>. 43 38 46 44 289 l 
G 5· 21 31.· 23: 14 12_ 106 3 
Dible B 5. 6 l 5 4 l ·3 2 2'1 6 
G 3· 4· 9· 8 .. 4 5 5 ·6 44 4 
• Biography B 3 3. ·1 7 3 5 22 8 O'l 
~- G 3· 5' 4 2" 2 l l 2 20 6.5 .0 
0 
rq Inf ormation.B 2 6 8 15 10 G v 54 4 
~ G l· 3 2 3 5 7 5· 3 29 5 
C1l Row to B 'I 2 2. 2 2 l5 10 Q) 
~ Make G 2 3 5 10 
E-1 
Nature :a 2 3 3 'I 3 6 1 1 .25 7 
G l 1 1 s 6 4 ·2 20 6.5 
Tra.ve1 ·B 5 3 4 3 2 17 g;. 
G l l 2 5 6 1 1 1'1 a 
Humour -:'"\ 4 7 ·13 16 10 9 9 68 3 J:I 
G ·2: 'l'. 3· 3. g 9 
Misao1- B .1 l 2 ll 
L&1eous :·G ·1 l ll 
Tota.1 Salee- 13 87 107 93 130 122 121 99 95 854 
tione .• G 97 97 138 124.162 125 72 Vl 8?6 
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trasted with 9 selections ma.de by girls. 
Among the magazines reported .there were 112 dif'-
. ferent titles. In Table XXII it is seen :f;hat.1620 selec-
tions were.taken from these magazines. It is revealed 
that 849 pupi1s, 327 boys and 522·girls. a.re interested 
in reading ~age.zines to the extent that they had.one mag-
azine to report for each pupil,.' Each of 252 others re .. 
por~ed two magazines O·f special interest to them. Of al1 
the pupils asked io2·ha~ no magazines t~.report. Of 
these 79 a.re boys and·23 a.re gir1s. 
These magazines were c1assif'ied, according to 
the mater1a1 found in them; .into adul.t :fiation, ~uveni1e 
fiction, adventure, nature., pictures,, woma.n'_s arts, sci• 
enoe, ·current events, humour, rom..'mce, and miscellaneous. 
Current events magazines are the most popiµar 
of' magazine selections. One magazine of this class, Lit-
erB:J!Y Digest, appears ·330 times; anoth&r, Ca.pper's weekly, 
appears 69 ti~es; ·and ,the Crisis. 12 times. Adult fiction 
has interest for both sexes. · The leading magazine of this 
class is the Saturday.Evening :Post.· It occurs 104 times, 
· The P~oples l?opu1a.r Monthly a.pve~s 59 times; Red Book• 
52 times; Junerioan, 40 times; Journal-Post, Z2 times and 
Cosmopolitan l.6 times. Womants Arts· magazines hold inter-
est :eor girls, but · boys also find interest in them. The 
- . .'430. .~ 
· Table XXII. · The Ola.sees ·o:r Material in Magazmes React· 
by B·oys and Girls, the number of Different Titles of Each 
Cle.ss.,_ and. the Number of. Recurrences of the ·Sama Title. 
CJ.asses s ~~- m 0 (}) . .p. ct> t m of .no ~ en ~ 0 ~m 0 ..... r:i ..P....t s:t ..... 
~ ti co 
~- ~~ k ~ Cl) 0 .Material -M.P (l).p (j) CJ) .p Q) 0 0 <D td 0 ~o > J.t C> s...., ...... g~ ! EJ m~ ~~ jj .... ~.a ~ ¥1 o~ 0 (~ c=.~~ tt..fq Pi a=~ .fll p;; ; ..... 
DifR)rent 
~.eitles. 23. -12 14 9 ·3 14 9 8 6 '1 7 112 
.l a 4 4 3 2 1 3 l 3 2 31 
2 3 1 4 2 2 2 2 ·1 3 40 
3 2 2 l l 18' 
4 1 3 l l 1 l 32 
5 •· 2 1. 'l 20 
6 2 l 18 
7 l 7 a l l l 24 
9 2 18 
10 l l 20 . 11 1 l l 33 
Ol 12 l 1 24 (l) 13 2 26 0 . 
R 14 l 14 Q) 
k 15 l 15 14 
d 16 l 2. l 64 0 18 i 18 (!) 
Cl:i 19' 1 19 
rs 21 1 1 l 63 22 1 22 
61 25 l 25 
~ 
32 1- 32 
35 l 35 
~ 38 t; .... l 38 
40 -'1 40 
. 44 ii • 1 40 
52 l 52 
59 l 59 
69 l 69 
. 104 l 104 
120 1 120 
146 l 146 
330 .. l 330 
Total ,553 82 '(6' 44 '60 260 651.• 18 37 206- 19, 1620 lections / Se 
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.. ~able iL~.IIl• ·. Types of Magazines Read .and Enjoyed. ..mum-
ber of. Selootipna Made, in Ea.ch.Type Indicated and.Arranged 
by. Sex: and GrB.de. -Total, a ·.and Rank of· Tn->es Indicated. 
,• ' • ' t ., ,· • •• ' • '· ' • •• ' ' • 
To-·· 
Grades : .IV: v : ·VI: VII: VIII : IX: ta:is: Rank 
, . . ~ . -··' .. ... 
no. Of Boys:l76:15l:ll0:102: 68 ... 62: 669 • Iii .-; . 
• ?.u~n11s Girla:l63:1'13:l58:110: 90 . 83: 786 ... . IO' 
; 
.lidult » '14: 40 52 2'1' 12· 51 156 2 
Fiction G 26 36 53 34 30 18 197 2 
Juvenile B ' 9 9 'I 10 4 46 .,, Jriotion G 15 9 6 5 2 36 6 
·'Adventure B 18 14 11 10 5 2 60 5 
.G 4 3 5 2 l l 16 8 
~a.tu.re B 2 4 6 3 2 3 20 9 
G m 2 6 JO 4 l 1 24 '1 
ti) 
~ Pictures n 1 2 3 4 3 l 14 10 
t:-1 G 5 5 12 5 7 12 46 5 
~ 
Q$ Woman" a B 12 24 a 15 11 2 72 ·3 ~ Arts G 24. 37 46 31 24 23 188 3 fH o· 
m Science ll l 2 "I 9 15 25 5'1 6 
. (l) G 2 l 2 3 8 ll . it 
Ottr1"ent B 15 .17 25 l>5 43 37 192 .1 
Evon ts G 1~ 34 37 52 34 50 226 l 
Humour }) 2 5 3 4 5 5 24 8 
G 3 8 2 13 9 
B'oma.rice B ·10 10 10 9 11 13 63 4 
G 5 25 20 28 Z2 33 143 4: 
Liiseel-· B l 2 l l 4 ·9 ll 
· ianequs G 5 2 2 l. 10 10 
~otal · selea-a 83 129··115 144 119 l2Z ~13 
tions. G 113 156 192 163 145 140 907 
Tabla XitIV ...... Typos of· Maga.z in es !\ead and Enjo~ed. Number 
of ·selections .. Ma.de i."1 .. l~ach. ·Type· lndioated and Arranged b;v 
Sex snd Age •.. Tota.ls and Rank o:f Tm;as Indicated. 
To-
Age a ·!8•9: 10: 11: 12: 15: .14: is:·· 1s:·tais: Rank 
Ifo. of Boys: 38: '12: 89:Il4:10lj';J.10: 6?: 72:'. 669t 
Ru:Qils Girls: S3: 92:ll6:120:140;;t.m.: 90: 54: 786: 
Adult B 5 ·10 1'1 2V so 28 lit 20 156 2 
Fiction G 'I 11 35 33 3? 39 211 8 197 2 
. Juvenile· B 4 1 5 13 9 4 5 5 46. 7 
Fiction ·G 8 8 6 9 4 11. 36 6 
Adventure B 4 g 10 8 6 9 6 8 60 5 
G 2 1 1 4 4 1 3 lG 8 
• Na.tare B 2 2 2 3 5 4 a '20 ·9 
~ G 2 3 4' 3 5 4 2 .3 24 7 .,.. 
c:-:i Pictures B l 5 1 3 3 l 14 10 t G 5 5 5 8 a ' a 4~ 46 5 
ft..t Woman's 13 3' 8 16 16 10 14 2 3 '12 3 
0 Arts· G 10 11 29 51 37 35 27 .12 188 3 
Ul 
Q Science 2 5 6 g ' 14 16 57 6 ti B G 1 1 l 2 3 8 ll 
Current B &· a ll 20 37 42 32 56 192 1 
Events G 9 · 11 31 2a ZS .48 29 34 226 l 
Humour B 2 .]. ~ 4 4 l 4 4 24 a 
G 3 1 3 5 2 1 13 9 
Romance :a 2· 2 5 a 14 15 11 a 63 4 
G 1 7 ll 15 53 29 35 12 143 4 
?fiscal- B l· 2 4 2 g ll 
lanooua ·'G l 3 1 2 2 l 10 :10 
Total .B 2S-J)o '25 101 127.130 ~2168 713 
Selections G 47 49 126128 175 175 132 76 907 
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Table m Ten :Most Poptl1ar Magazines Arranged by · 
Sex and Grade. Iio. times chosen indicated. 
GRADE IV 
No. 163 Gir1s 
:Boy scout ••••••••••••••••••• 10 
Oap:Per ts Wee!tly •.••• • •• • •••• • 7 
Li tera.ry Digest.•........... 7 
American •••• ,~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 
True Story •• : ................ 6 
Ladies Rome Jou.rnaJ. •••• 15 
Satnrday Evening Post •• ll. 
Cap:per•s Vleekly •••••••• 11 
Li tera.:ry Digest ••••.••. .- • 'I 
Peop1es Popu:i.ar·Month3:y 6 
Pictoria.1 Review ••••••• 5 
:McCall ••••••••••••••••• 4 
Rouseho1d •••••••••••••• 4 
Red Book ••••••••••••••• 4 
Journal Post ••••••••••• 4 
Ladies Home J ourns.J.. • •• ~ •·•. • • 6 
Bo;vs a.nd Girls ........ , ......... 4 
Cow Boy •••••••• •••.••••·•• ••• 4 
Red l3ook ................ •·•••• 4 
Love Story •••••••••••••.•• ••·• 4 
GRADE V ___ 1_5_1_:B_o_z_s ________ N_o_. 173 Gir1s No. 
Ladies ·Home Journal •••••••• 
Journal. Post ••••••••••••••• 
Peoples Popular '.Monthly .... . 
Cap:per's Weekly ............. . 
Rous eho1d l!a.gazine •• • •••••• 
Lit era:ry Digest ••.•••••••••• 
Saturday Evening Post •••••• 
Red Book ••••••••••• ~ ••••••• 
True Story •.•••••••• ••••• ••• 
·13oz Scout .................. . 
11 Literary Digest.., ....... 21 
10 True Story-•••••••••••••• 21 
9 Ladies Home Journal •••• ~19 
8 JournaJ. Post ••••••••• ~ •• 13 
8 Household •••••••••• ~ •••• ·g 
7 Boys and Girls •••••••••• 9 
7 Gapper's Weekly ••••••• ~. 8 
6 Saturday Evening Post ••• 8 
5 Crisis ..................... 5 
5 DeJ.ineator.; •••••••••••• 4 
GRADE VI 
______ 11.........,.0_·~B_o&w_s ______ __, ____ __.N __ o. 158 Girls No •. 
Literary Digest •••• ~ ••••••• 
Sa turda.y Evening Po st •••••• 
Peoples Popu1ar Mon'thly .... 
American •••••• •· •••••••••••• 
Western Story •••••••••••••• · 
Capper• s Weekly •••••••••••• ,, 
:Boys Life •••••••••••••••••• 
Popular ireohanic s ••••••••••. 
Fa.rm Li£e •••••••••••••••••• 
I.adiea·Home Journal •••••••• 
19 Litera:ry- Digest ••••••••• 25 
14 La.di es Home lourna1 ••••• 21 
7 Saturday Evening Post ••• ia 
6 !!!rue Story ................. 15 
7 Ga.pper's Weekl.y ••••••••• 12 
5 i!cCaJ.1 •••••••••• ~ ....... ~ 9 
4 Pictorial. Review ....... • 9 
4 Peoples Popu1ar Monthly. 9 
4 Household ................ 7 
4 Farm LUe •••••• ••••·••. •• "'/ 
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Table .XXV (Continued) 
GRADE VII ____ 1_0_2 __ B_oy~s ______________ N_o_._ 119 Girls 
Li.:~~ra.17 ,1?1.gest •••••••••• ,4;9 
·True story ••••••••••••.•••.. '/_ . 
J?eoI>les J?opu.l.ar l!onthl~ ••.. 6 . 
Amerio en •••••••••••• ,•H• • .• • 5 






. Poi>uJ..ar Science •.• ~ ..... •.•. : .4: 
. ~i~erary ·Digest ••• u .. ••• 
La.dies Home Journal •• ,;. ••• 
·~~:story.~ .. ~ ••••.•••••••• 
P~~p1es.Po:p~ar.Yonthly •• 
. ~~t,urday Evening :eost •••• 







.We~te~ .. ~tQr.y ......... ~ .. . .4 
. pathfinder... • • • • • ., • • •. • • .• • 4 
: ;An;leriaan BoY, .. •.. • .. • • • • • : :a : 
l3oys .~i:t:e •••.•••••••••••••.. ~ 
Capp er~~ .. we~~Y •• • •• • ••• ~ 
Pio toria1 ·Review •••• • •••• 
Household •••.•.•••••.••••••• 
'Ii.ea. Book ••••••.•••.•••••••• 
GRADE VIII 
68 Boys -- . No. 90 Girls No •. 
_Literary Digest ........... zo ·.Li 1ierary Digest .......... 33 
. True Story •.••••••• • .. • • • • • . . 7 . . True _Story. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 
Qappe~'s Weekly-............. f$ .. ~a:turda.y Evening Post •••• 12 
,L~q.1,~s .Home Journal ••• ••• 6 Ladies Rome Journa1 •••••• 12 
.American •••• :............. 5 ·Rad ·Book •••• ·••.••.••• • .. • • • • '1 
:Boy~ ~~:fe ~ ~ ... .. • • • • .. • • • •. • : : :$ . :P~~~orial Ravi ew. • .. .•. .• • • • 5 
.l'Qpular Mechanics.......... .1$ . Romance .••• ·................. 5 
Am~~ ~qa.n. )3oy. • •. • • • • • • • .. • • . 4 . .Wo~:q. ~ ~ J~ome c ompa.ni on.... 4 
Soi~nce and· Invention..... 3 American. ..... •·............. · 4 
·Radio News .••• •............ ·5 . 'DEiiinea.tor................ a 
GR.ADE- IX --·-·-·-·5_2 •._·~-o~z.s ____________ ·~N-o~~:~·-·_,_. ____ ._a_3_·G_i_r_1_s ______ __...N_o_.... 
Literary 'Digest ........... ~ 40 · 'Literary 'Digest......... 42 
·satti.I*day'Everiing Post .... ~ ·12 · 'Trtie ·story ........... ~ ••• 13 
·saienc& a:nd Invention.---.-. ·11 · 'J°Jadies Home Journa:L...... 11 
~~e story ••••••••••••••. ;; ·n · ·sat~d~ ·Evening Post... 9 
PopUJ..ar Mechanics ••.•••••. ~ · '6 · ~ova story~~.·............ 9 
Radio Age ............ • •••• : · 5 · 'J?iotorial. Review......... 4 
Red .Book ••••.•••••••••••• ~ · ·5 · 'American.~.............. 4 
·Boys Life ••••••••••••••• ~ · ·4 'MOtion 'Picture.......... 4 
Ca.pper's Vleek1.y .......... ..,, . 4 Capper's Weekly..-.......... 4 
Gosmopoli tan ••••••••• ~ .• • • 4 Cosmopolitan.. .. • • • • • • • • • 3 
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Table XXVI Six Most Popular Magazines Arranged by Sex 
and Age. No. Times Chosen Indicated • 
72 :Boze. 
. AGE. 10 
No. 92 Girls No. 
Boy Seout •••••••••••••••• 
Cap:pers Weekly ••••••••••• 
People's Popu1ar Monthly. 
1Iouseho1d. " ••••••.•••••••• 
Amerio an. •.•••••••••••••••• 
Journa.l.•Po St ••.••••••••••• 
6 Li tera.ry Digest ••• , ....... . 
5 !fru.e Story ••••••••••••••• 
5 Saturday Evening Post •.•• , 
5 Ladies• Rome Journa •••••• 
3 Woman's Home Companion~ •• 









NOi 116 Girls No. 
La.dies' Holje Journal ••••• 
Literary Digest •••••••••. 
Capper r a Weekly •••••••••..• 
People's Popular Monthly. 
l3oy Scout •••••• ·• ••••••••• 
.Arneriaa.n. ••••••••••••••••• 
10 Literary Digest •.•.•••••••• 18 
5 Ladies 1 Home .Journal... .. • 14 
5 Ca.pper's Weekly •••••••••• 12 
5 Saturday Evening Post •••• 10 
4 People.rs Popular :Monthly. 10 
4 TrUe Stor.r ••••••••••••••• 8 
AGE 12 ____ 11 __ 4 __ E_oy~·-a ____________ N_o_.~ __________ 1_2o __ ·G_i_r_1_s ______ N_o_. 
Literary Digest ••••••••• 12 Literary Digest •••••••••• 22 
Saturday Evening Post.... 7 Ladies' Home Journal. ••••• 16 
Lad.1 es' Home Journa1.,. • .. 'I Saturday Evening Po st ••• ; 12 
American ••••• .,; • .• • • • • • • • • • 6 True Story ••••••••• , • • • • • 12 
Capper' s We,ekly.... • • • • • • • 6 Pictorial. Revi en•. • • • • • • • "/ 
People's Popul.ar Monthly. 5 .American .................... " ·6. 
107 Boza 
AGE 13 
Bo. 140 Girls. No. 
Literary Digest ••••••••• 33 
Saturday Evening Post ••• 13 
True Story ••••• !"•••••••• 13 
American •••••••••••••••• 6 
Red l3oolc ••••••••••••••• • 6 
Popular Meahanics ••••••• 4 
Literary Digest •••••••••• 31 
Tru.e Story ••••• ~ ••••••••• 20 
Saturday Evening Post •••• 13 
Ladies Home Journal •••••• ll 
Red Book................. 7 
McCall ................ ~. • • • 6 
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Table .XX.VI (continued) 
AGE· 14· · 
llO Boys No.· 121 Gir1s ---------------------------------
No. 
Li tera.ry Digest •••••••••• ·36 ·.Literary ·Digest •••••••••••• 38 
· True story ... • • • • • • • .. .. • • • • · 12 · !rue · Story .................... 22 
Ladies Rome Jaurnal..... • • 7 La.dies Home Journal .•••••••• 15 
. Peoples Popular lion th1y. ·• • 6 Red l3ook. ~ •.• ~. ~·. ~ •••••• ., ••• 10 Saturday Evening Post ••••• 6 Ca.pper's Weekly •••••••••••• 9 
Western Story ............ •• 5 Saturday ·JJ!vening i>ost •••• •• 8 ____________________________________________________ __. __________ _ 
AGE 15 
6'1 ·· BOil:S :Noe. · 90 · Gi:bls No. ---------------------------------·Litera:cy Digest •••••••••• 
True·Story ............... . 
C . f apper a Weekly •••••••••• 
l3oys' Life ................ .; 
Saturday Evening Post •••• 
Western Story ............ . 
72 Boys 
· ·Literary Digest ......... .,. 
Saturda.y Evening Post.,.. 
:Popular Mechanics ....... · 
Western Story •.• ~ ••••••• 
True Story •••••• •· ••••••• 
:Boys •· Life ......... ~ ••••• 
26·Literary Digest •••••••••••• 27 
9 ·True. Stoey ••••••.• 11 •• ~ ••••• 22 
6 Ladies Home Journal ••••••.•• 15 
3 Saturday Evening Post •••••• 10 
3 Love Story ••• ·•• • • • • • •• • • • .. • 8 
· 3 Ana riea.n •••••••••••••••••• ~ 4 
AGE 16 







Literary Digest ••••••••••• 
True Stocy •••••••••••••••• 
Ladies Home Journal ...... 
Saturday Evening Post ••••• 
liousehol.d ••••••••••••••••• 









Ladies Home Journal is the ·most popular in this groUJ.>.,. · It 
ocours 120 times. The Household occurs 44 times and the 
McCall oecurs 21 times. Roman.tie 11 terature has its 
charms and proves interesting to girls especially. The 
Tmte Story is t:p.e most !lOpular of this group. It was se-
lected 146 .times. The Love Storjr ooours 38 times, and 
True Romance occurs 16 times. 
In Tables XXIII and XXIV is seen the distribution 
o~ selections of types of ~rades and ages respectfully. 
The ten most popul.ar magazines for each grade an~ 
the six most popular for each age level for both boys and · 
girls are indicated in Tables X:X.V and XX.VI respectively. 
It is seen that. the Literary Digest is popular in alJ. 
grades above grade V among.boys and grade IV among girls. 
From age 12 years among boys and age 10 years among girls 
this magazine holds its pop1l1ar place. 
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VALIDITY OF RESULTS - SOURCES iJF· ERROR 
Chapter III 
Several sources of error are possib1e in the 
data collected in this manner: (a) Pupils a.re ·inclined 
to oheolt items on the list without thinking seriously 
whether they like them or not. (b) Pupils are 1ne1ined 
to write down what they think the teacher wants them to 
write. (o) ~ey a.re likel.y to be .influenced by what 
others write or aheck. (d) They are greatly infiuenoed 
by what the supp1ementary reading i;st contains for 
their grade. (e) There is a :possibility o.f error in not 
·understanding what is expected. 
To veri:ry the kinds of stories liked and dis-
liked by pllJ.>ils (a) a n'OJj.ber of short stories, repre-. 
sentative of the types indicated in I~em VI was included 
I 
in the questionnaire. These stories did not follow the 
order listed under Item VI, but were· placed promiscu~, 
ously as follows: Number I, an ·a.dvent'Ure story; II, .Ani-
mals and their Habits; III, ·Fnn.ny Story; IV. Lives o:e· 
Great People; V, Bedtime Story; VI, Pe_ople. o:f Other Lands; 
VII. How to Make Things; VIII, How P1ants L1ve:,and Grow; 
IX, How to :&lfake Things (boys) ; .X~ . Sad Story; XI, :Bible 
Story; XII. Myth or Fairy S~ory; XIII, Information Story. 
The pupils were al1owed to read these stories 
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. a:fter they had ·completed Item XI on the· questionnai:re., 
They read eaoh story and identified it, and indicated · 
whether .they· liked it or not •. 
Ee.ah pupi1.'a· pa.per. was checked. · The short stories 
were against the list in Item VI., For· examp1e, .if' a pu-
:Pi1· indicated on the ·11st under Item· VI that he iiJced or 
did not like Dible Stories~ his response was checked . 
the :Bible Story• Number IX .. in the groo.p o:f short stories. 
If the same response shown in .the 1ist was indicated tor 
this short sto:cy-, and the story identified· as a. l3ib1e 
story,, it wa.s considered· that there ·was agreem~nt between 
the list and the group of stories. Again •. if the~~11 
shoul.d designate a. short story .to be a kind different 
from what· it was intended"' and his reaotio~ to it agreed 
with the response to tha.t same ki_nd in the list· 1lll.der 
Item VI, the two were considered as agreeing with each 
other. 
Every paper was checked against 1 tse1f in this 
manner.. The papers ranged :from zero in agreement 1 that 
· is. no story agreeing with the list in any response, to 
perfect agreement, that is, every kind checked 1n the 
. . 
list and the reaction to it agreed with a11 the stories 
checked and the reactions to them. The number of in-
stances of agreement in each pa.per was recorded. 
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A frequency distribution of. these a!reements 
was made f'or each age and grade forgir1s and bo7s sep-
arate1y and the median derived. for .each. These medians 
indioate how much of a tendency to agree there is between 
the 1ist of kinds they say they 1ike and the stor:.te.~,r~..,_ ,; 
pre_sentative of the kinds., they ~ea·d. In Tables XXVII · 
and XXVIII is set :forth the.::~entra.1 of agreement betwee~ 
the two .responses 1~ indicating their· choioes. It _is 
aeen that the median is higher as the grades go up and 
as the pupils become older. .Agreement in the three best 
liked stories· is indicated.~ These agreements w111 justify 
our belief that the pupils knew the kinds ·of stories that 
they read .and v1ere able to express a choice in the matter. 
There appears a large number of titl~s. !rhese 
titles .range in qualit;r .from tt()klahoma Charlierr, "Elsie 
Dinsmoz-err, "Three Weeksn, tt!rv10 Eights in a Bar Room", to 
"Little Shepherd o:f Kingdom Come"• "Harvestern, and "Great 
Women of the Bible" among b~oks and from "True Conf~s­
sions", and "True Romance~. to "Woman1 s Wor1.d"' and "Lit-
erary Digest" among magazines .• ,. Certainly such a. long 21st 
. , 
of ti ties w:t th so . few titles ~ppearing a great .number of 
times~ and the· qua.11ty Of the :mat.erial ranging from the 
very undesirab1e to the higb:l7 ~avored is indica.~ive that 
.· . 
the teacher•s desires (b} is not a. large factor in deter-
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~able XX.VII The Agreement Remilting in the Check of 
Short Stories Identified and Oheclted ,Against Choices 
Indicated in Item VI., Medians are Used to Indicate the 
Number of CP,oices' Agreeing with List.: Agreement of 
Three Best Liked Stories Indicated. Sex and Grades. 
Grades IV • v : VI • VII .. VIII • IX • ·• • • 
Agreement in B • 7.3 . 7.2 . 8.4 • 9.2 ·• 10,.1 . 9.66 • • • • • • ill Stories G • 7.4 • a.1 . a.o •. 9~5 1 10.2 • ·10~9 • • • • • 
:Agreement· In 
Three· .B ·:1.'15 • l..S :l.94 • 2.3 .. 2.,2 t 2.6 • • .  Best Liked 
Stories G :1.74 :1i9Z • 2.1 :1.19 " . 2.33 • 2.09 • • • 
(The table reads: that in ,grade IV out of 12 stories 
the reaction of boys to 7-.3 o:f them and reaction o·f 
girls to 7,4 of the: stori·es ·was the same reS]_)onses given 
to the same kinds in Item VI., Questionnaire. The same 
is true :for three best liked· stories. 








Agreeme.n.t by ·Sex and Ages. 
• 8-9: 10: ll··· l2: 13: 14: 15 • 16 ... , . •" • 
B •. 6.5: 7.7: 7.9: S.2: 8.6: 9.3:10.1:10.'1 .. 
G • ·5.9': 'l.9: tl.~: !.?; a.~: 9.4: 9.9:10.9 • 
.B :l.45:· 1.9: .1.8:1.98: 2.2:2.54:. 2.6:2.'72 
G :l.59;l-.S7:1.93: 2~01: ·2.4:2.61:. 2.8: 2 .. 95 
(The table is read and interpreted in the same manner as 
Table XXVII exce,,t that agreement by ages rather than by 
grades is shown.1 · 
mining choices,. Again~ the. tea.aper was told just .what to 
say to the pu:pi1s and care was taken to avoid giving .§?!Y 
suggestions as to ti t1es., 
Tn.e 1nf1uence of what some one e1se· writes could 
a.ff eat the situation vecy 11 ttl.e if at al.1 .• · Pupi1s we~e 
' ' 
encouraged to feel that ~air.responses were as good as 
any that could be. given~ Then, too~ each pn.I>il worked 
... ,. :.. '>" 
alone and was not disturbed by his neighbor. "This in:f'lu-
t i ~· .. 
ence (c) is not sufficient to a:tfoot. the results. 
. ,. ~ 
A very few ~ the. tit~es appear on the supp1emen-
tary reading lists for the different grades (d). However, 
in the oase· of magazines, the Literary Digest. which ap .. 
pears so often, is recommended and used in the schools, 
es:peoially in grades VII, VIII, and IX. Certainly in 
this case its popu.J..arlty ~ay be due to the influenee of 
the schoo1 situation. 
In newspaper· items the· popUI..ari ty of the funny 
section~ and pttzz1es among boys. and f'unny section and 
stories among girls," is: but another, indication of the la.ale 
of the schoo1 inf1uenoe as the,sch~ols are not enaour~-
. . ' . . 
ing· the reading of the f'unny section, storiest and puzz1es. 
Sports, School News, foreign news, civic nevrs. news from 
other parts of the country, want-ads" advertisements. and 
editorials are encouraged by the sohoois. Bence., the sit-
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uation. may be influenced, but not too ma.oh,, by the schools. 
In the ease of the negative reaction toward mur• 
ders, robberies, ho1d-.ups, arrests and aoaidents" these re-
suJ.ts are due :Pe.rha.ps to the influence of the sohoo1s. For 
a number of years teachers have set themselves to the task 
of discouraging the readibg of these items by refusing to 
a1low pupils to tell of the incidents as current events. 
The questionnaire was tried sufficiently to in-
sure it against ambiga.itJ'. The lsnga.age of the pupils was 
used to make a11 directions simple. The teachers were 
given a. set of directions that. should guide them in every 
part. of the exercise. The exercise was given to teachers 
in order that they should be familiar with the whole pro-
cedure. Possible questiohs were anticipated and answered 
to make sure mhat the pupils v1ou1d thoroughly understand 
what was expected of them4e). 
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C _. 0 Ji C L U S I 0 Ji S 
Chapter -IV 
l. Most boys and girls in the grades investigated en3oy 
reading. Less than 5 per cen,t have an indifferent atti-
tude toward reading. 
2-. The marked interest shown in many kinds of literature, 
if properly directed and' stimulated, may serve as a power-
i'Ul motive in developing the finer tastes and apprecia-
tions for the high17 desirable classes of literature. Eoya 
reflect a large interest in l3ible stories,, funny stories, 
adventure stories, stories o~ how to make things, informa-
tion stories. bedtime stories, sport items,, school news 
and cur.rent events. Girls are interested in Bible stories, 
funny stories~ fairy or inyth sto~iea, items of school news, 
~uveni1e and adu.1t fiction. magazines of woman's arts a.nd 
romance stories. 
3. Such a. wide range of interests indicates the :Probabi~­
i ty that all pupils are not interested in the same degree, 
or in the same things. A challenge comes to the teacher 
to make use of that which is· predominantly interesting to 
. . 
the pu~11, hoWever undesirab1e it may be.- and lead him to 
an appreciation of something better in that class. 
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4. .Although about 41 pe:r (lent o:e the pupils have ll-· 
bra.ry cards, there a.re yet too fe\V of the pupils in 
thes~ grades who a.re makil'lg use of the library fEl,Cili• 
ties. A larger use of the J.ibra.ry must be encouraged11 
It seems ·possib1e that rea.di.ng c1ubs. current events 
clubs, Junior debating sQcieties.,. pro~eets and soeiaJ.-
i§ed recitations would_ stimulate a. 1arger use of the 
11brary. 
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S U M :M A. R Y 
Chapter V 
It is seen that boys are interested in al1 types 
of stories except the sad stoxw •. · But the best liked stor-
ies are the :Bible sto~ir1: the type which is of greatest in-
te1"est at al1 grade levela a.nd ages exeept at age 9 yea;rs; 
ad~enture; funny; how to make things; ,information; and bed.:. 
time, a ·type which has considerable popularity in the 1ower· 
grades and early ages. 
Among the newspaper items boys express a preference · 
for the :funny section. the most interesting feature at ages 
9 to 12 years and ~a.des IV and V; sports; school.: news; and 
puzZles, another attractive feature at ages; 9 and 10 years 
and. grades IV and V. Edi toria1s are not read and a marked 
dislike is expressed for advertisements, want-ads, arrests. 
robberies and murders. 
In the list of books actually read boys report 
·more books of adventure than any other kind. l3oys of.fered 
· 289 books of this. c1asa of reading matter, about 34 per, 
cent of the total number of books ottered by bbys. Juve-
nile :fiation is a. close seaond and books· o:e humour is 
third. Books of information follow humour. Books of ad• 
-·Ult fiction, :Bible stories, nature, biogra:vhy. travel, 
an.d how to make things., a.re .. few. 
Many magazines are read by boya. The most popu• 
1ar of the maga.zines is· the LiterBJ.""Y Digest. ·a current 
events magazine. Tlte current·events magazines have greatest 
interest for the sex~ Adult fie.tion ranks. seoond _ and woman's 
arts third. Choices o:f magazines ;of .1~omance 1 adventure, 
science, juvenile fic~ion. humo1.U?, ·nature, pictures and mis-
cellaneous a.re few and each t;r.pe represent-a l.ess than 10 per 
cent of t~e total. magazines chosell; by boys •. Gir1s have 
preference for Bib1e, humorous and juveni1e fiction tn>es 
of stories. l3ib1e stories-are most popular at a.J.l ages and 
grades. The funny story and bedtime. stor;r are popul~· a.t 
early ages and in 1ower grades~- The sad story is not :pop-
ular. 
In the newspaper the ·fanny section· is the most 
attractive feature ~or grades IV to VIII inc1usive~ and at 
ages a,. 9, 11, 12, and 14 years. Schoo1 news is interest-
ing and ranks second among girls,, v1hile general newspaper 
stories rank third in point of interest. Editorials are 
not read a.nd news o:r accidents, arrests, ho1d-u:ps, robber-
ies and murders are decidedly-unpopuJ.a.r. 
The list of books given by girls shows that 56 
per cent of the books are in the class of juvenile fiction 
and about 16 per cent are of aduJ.t fiction. Adventure 
ranks third, and J3ible stories a.re ~ourth in popu1S:rity in 
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the 1iat.. .Boolts of inf,o~ma.tion, .biograpl.Jy, nature, travel, 
humour .• how to make. things. and miso.el.laneous a.re few and 
comprise a.bout 11 per cent of the total·list. 
Among magazine~ girls ev.ince . greatest interest 
in the our.rent .events :type.. Adu1t fiction ranks second-. 
Woman's arts magazines are next in ranlr.. . Roma.nee maga..zines 
have eonsidera.ble interest for girl.a •.. The True Story ma~ 
azine leads in this class •. 
·:soys and girls do not show a marked difference 
in. interest in what they read~ Their choices a.re quite 
sim11ar. However~. in types and kinds of stories boys show 
greater interest in adventure than girls, and girl.s are 
more interested in 3uve!l.ile fiction than boys •. 
. .Among i teme found in ·the newspaper bpys a.re more 
interested in the sports and puzz1est whil.e girls enjoy 
schoo1 news a.n.d stories more. 
Doys show a greairnr .:preference for boolcs of ad-
venture, humour and information th8Jl girls. Gir1s are 
more inclined toward books of juvenile fiction and adult 
fiction. 
l~zines are popult1.-..r 1vith both sexes but there 
are differences.. Boys ch.oos~ far more than girls those of 
adventure and saienoe1 whil.e gir1s ·choose more often than 
boys, magazines of woman 1 a arts. of :pictures,. and of ro• 
ma.nee. 
A marked ·deerease in interest in nearly ~l type~ 
·of sto~ies and news items is seen.among boys at age 13 
years. 
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KANSAS CITY KANSAS. 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
THE SCRUGGS READING INTER~ST QUIZ 
T ~IS is a reading quiz. It is ~n exercise to find out just what child~en 
· hke to read. Yout teacher will tell you what to do. You must give 
ca:-eful attention and do as she tells you. You will enjoy everything she 
asks you to do. . · · 
I. Your name is _____________________________ :- ____ -·· ____ .,. ______________ _ 
II. Boy or girl? ____________________ In what grade? ___ ---~- _____________ _ 
III. Your 3:ga at your last b'rthday was ___ -----·------------------------
Your next birthday will be ________________________________ , 192 __ _ 
IV. What kind of work do your parents do? j Father ___ ~--·------------'--
1 Mother __________________ _ 
V. Do you like to read? _______ Have you a library card? ______ --,------
VI. Here is a list ot many kinds ot stories. (Check the kinds yon like . 
as directed.) 
________ l. Bible story -~------7· Adventure, war or battle 
____ ,... ____ 2. Lives of great people ________ 8. Myth or .fairy tale 
________ 3. People or others lands ________ 9. Bedtime story 
_______ _4, Animals and their habits _______ lO. Funny story 
________ 5, How plants live and grow ____ ~-:-11. Sad story 
_____ _: __ 6. How to make things _______ 12. Information story 
VII. Go over the list again and ·place another check mark like this ( v) 
on the line in front of the :r;iumbers of the. three kinds you like to read best 
of all the kinds .. This . Win make two checks in. f'~ont of. these three 
kinds of stories. 
VIII. Go over the list again and place a circle mo this (0) cm the line in fro.nt 
of the numbers of the. kind3 YJ<l dJ n:Jt lik3; If YH lik~ all of tham do 
not put any circle there. · · . , , 
X. \Vrite in the names of bnks yo i have read this sch:>ol. term th::it you 
·really liked. ' · ' 
1. ------------ ·---·--· ------------ ------ ------ __________ ;_ __________ _ 
2·---~--------------------------------------------------------·----
X. Write in the na::nes ot m1g1iimis yJu like to read this school term. 
' . -. 
1·------~---------:.---------------------------------------------·-~ 
2. - - __ :_ __ -----·-___ ;_ __ ----'- - ---- -- - - -- ~ - -~- ---·-- . -·- - -----'- ------·-- - ~ 
XI. Here is a list of things tound iri the :qewspaper that we read: (Check 
the things you read as directed.) 
_______ _.!. Headlines on front page 
________ 2. City citizen3hip news 
________ 3. News from other parts of U.S. 
_______ _4, News frJm other countries 
________ 5. Editorials 
________ 6. School news 
--------7. · Advertisements 
________ 8 Want-ad section 
________ 9, Sports and athletics 
2 
_______ 10. Stories 
_______ ll. Funny section 
_______ 12. Puzzles 
_______ 13. Accidents 
_______ 14. Arrests by police 
_______ 15. Hold-ups 
_______ 16. Robberies 
__ :. ____ 17. Murders 
SHORT STORIES··· 
HERE is a number of short stories that you may read. You are asked to read all of them. Some you will like. You may not like all of 
them. After· each story there is a list of the different kinds of stories 
There is a blank line and number before each kind of story. When. you 
have read the story, you are asked to tell wh~t kind of a story it is by 
putting a· check mark like this v on the blank line before the kind 
you think it is. After this, you are ask~d . to place a mark on the left 
side where it tells you to mark if you like the story, and you are asked 
to mark on the right side where it· tells you' to mark if you do not like 
thP. story. ' 
I· 
A dreadful piece o news had come to the village. The Indians were 
on the warpath. They had swooped down upon a nearby village, and the 
waters of the creek that ran through the village had run red with the 
awful blood-shed. 
The Indian band was thirsting for blood and revenge. At that 
vary moment they were stealing through the woods surrounding the 
village. Their faces were painted with war·paint, and their hearts were 
black with hatred for the settlers. No one saw them and no one dreamed 
of their nearness. That was the Indian way of giving battle. ·They 
always fell on the settlement when no one expected them, and when 
everyone was unprepared to fight them. 
The unsuspecting men and women and the ~hildren had walkE!d to 
church this Sunday through the woods. Nothing happened on the way. 
Very proper and still sat the congregation while the pteacher preached. He 
had preached one hour of the usual three liour sermon when the door of the 
church burst open and the still air was filled with dreadful noise and cries 
Indians! Indians! 
A woman rushed in, her dress in disorder, her hair hanging down 
and red blood was dripping from her shoulders where she had been 
wounded with an arrow. She came to give the alarm. The Indians had 
<:rept up and set the houses of the village on fire while the people were at 
church. -Now from the cover of the buildings they were beginning the 
attack. Shrieks of war filled the air. The firing of guns, the pattering 
·of arrows, and the horrible clamor of Indian warfare was upon them 
Babies screamed, children cried. But the settlers were brave men. They 
dared. They risked their lives for their families f\Ild their homes. They 
snatched up their. guns. They had the women and children stay inside 
the church building. Out they went and threw themselves behind trees 
3 
and fallen logs. They fought till every Indian had vanished from the 
scene. The savages fled in disorder before the fire of the settlers. They 
were no~ .. able .. to c.a.rry away their dead. . · 
.u ~ . . 
. Check the kind of story you think this is: 
.. 1. Bible story _______ :. 7. Adventure; war or battle 
____ .... 2 .. Lives of great people ________ 8. Myth or fairy tale 
__ ,:. _____ 3; People of other lands ___ :_ ____ 9. Bed time story 
-~------4. Animals and their habits ________ 10. Funny story 
____ . ____ 5 .. How plants live andgrow ________ i'l. Sad story 
________ 6. How to make things ________ 12. Information story 
If you like this story mark X here _____ _ If you do not like this story mark X here ___ . __ _ 
II 
Deer are timid animals.· When danger is near they depend upon their 
swiftness of foot. For this reason they are always on the alert, Three of 
their senses, hearing, seeing and smelling, are well developed. Their ears 
are placed on the side of the head and turn backwards. They are sure to 
hear the slightest sound of approaching footsteps. Their large black eyes 
detect every.movement in sight. It is impossible to approach them from 
the windward side, as their keen sense of.smell quickly warns .them of the' 
presence of an enemy. When a number of deer are together, one or more 
of them act as sentinels. They hold their heads up high, sniff the l:!ir .and 
look in all directions. 
One of the most interesting things .about th~ de.er family is their 
horns. Only the ·males have them, and they shed them once a year. 
About the time the trees begin to bud the horns begin to grow. At first 
a small bony knob, covered with velvety skin, 11ppears on each side of the 
forehead. When this knob is a few inches long it divides into two parts 
and forms the first branch. Then it grows on, adding branches until the 
antlers are well grown' which is about the end of August. Ill December the 
antlers fall· off and the skin grows over the scar. 
. . ' ' 
Check the kind of story you think thi~ is: 
----.-.---1. Bible story 
________ 2. Lives o.f great .Peopl~ 
________ 3. People of other lands 
_______ _4. Animals and their habits 
________ 5. Howplantsliveandgrow 
________ 6. How to make things 
IF YOU LIKE THIS STORY MARK X HERE _____ _ 
:. ______ :.7. Adventure, war.orbattle 
________ 8. ~yth or f~icy tale 
· -'--:_ ____ 9. Bed time story 
_·_:_:_ __ 10. Funny story 
_______ ll. Sad story 
_______ 12. Information story 
IF YOU DO NOT\JKE THIS STORY MARK X HERL ___ '~ 
III. 
In school Johnny was reciting during a geography class. The teacher 
was asking for the principal products of a sheep-raising country. Johnny 
was called upon to recite hut could not answer that question. To help him 
out the teacher asked if his trousers were made of silk, wool, linen, or 
cotton. "Why, they aren't made of any of those things," Johnny told her 
Mamma made them from dad's old pants." · 
· Check the kind of story you think this is: 
_________ l. Bible story 
---.-----2. Lives of great people 
________ 3. People of other lands 
-------- 7. Adventure, war or battle 
---··---- 8. Myth or fairy tale 
-------- .9. Bed time story 
_______ -4. Animals and their habits, ________ 10. Funny story 
________ 5. How plants live and grow ________ ll. Sad story 
__________ 6. How to make things ________ 12. Information story 
IF YOU LIKE THIS STORY MARK X HERL ___ _ IF YOU DO NOT LIKE THIS STOY MARK X HERE •.•••• 
IV 
In 1761 a Negro girl was sold in the slave market of Boston to Mr. 
John Wheatly. Her mistress gave her the name of PhyUis and she was 
afterward known as Phyllis Wheatly. She was eight years old at the ·time 
she was sold into slavery. Her appearance was so impressive that her 
mistress had decided to teach her to read. She was a very apt pupil and 
later became a good English student. Languages appealed to her. She 
studied Latin and later translated the most difficult Latin books into English. 
At the age of twenty she was set free and her mistress sent her 
on a trip to England. She had already published a little book of poems 
She became known then as the African Poetess. These poems were 
published in England also. Her talents, her modest manner, and her 
ability to talk well in conversation with others, made her a favorite with 
those who were far above her. 
She died in 1784, before she was thirty-one years old. She had 
risen from a _mere slave girl and had become a very noted woman and a 
poetress of distinction. Great men of literature and culture had 
recognized her ability and she is remembered no\'{ as our first Negro 
poetess. 
Check .the kind of story you think this i~: 
________ 1. Bible story 
________ 2. Lives of great people 
____ .: ___ 3. People of other lands 
_______ _4. Animals aod their habits 
________ 5. How plants live and grow 
________ 6 How to make things 
If you l.k~ this story mark X here _____ _ 
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________ 7. Adventure, war or battle 
________ 8. Myth or fairy tale 
________ 9. ·Bedtime story 
_______ 10. Funny story 
··-----_11. Sad story 
_______ 12. Information story 
If you do not like this story mark X here ___ • __ 
v 
Mr. Gray Donkey dressed himself in Mr. Red Lion's coat one fine day . 
and went about the woods frightening all the little animals with his roaring 
After a while he met Mr. Wise Owl and tried to scare him the same 
way. But Mr. Wise Owl was too wise for that. He called out.to Mr. Gray 
Donkey, "You silly creature, I might have been frightened if I had not 
heard your voice and seen your long ears sticking out from. under Mr. Red 
Lion's coat." 
Check the kind of story you think this is: 
________ 1. Bible story . 7. Adventure, war or battle 
.... _____ 2. Lives of great people ________ 8. Myth or fairy tale 
________ 3. People of other lands ________ 9. Bedtime story 
_______ -4. Animals and their habits ________ 10. Funny story 
________ 5. Howplantsliveandgrow ________ 11. Sad story 
________ 6. How to make things ________ 12. Information story 
IF YOU LIKE THIS STORY MARK X HERE______ IF YOU DO NOT UKE THIS STORY MARK X HERL .• __ _ 
VI 
Among the several races found by the first white settlers on the 
South African soil was a race known as the Hottentots. They were much 
cuperior to the other races. They occupied the soil long before the advent 
of the white man. 
The Hottentots lived in little villages, each having its own chief 
They depended upon the milk of the cows and goats for food; for they did , 
not practice farming. They had horned cattle, lean and bony, and sheep 
covered with hair in place of wool. These sheep had fatty tails. With 
the exception of the dog these were the ·only animals that they had. The 
men were always idle. Their only work was fo move to another place 
when the pasture for their cattle gave out in one place. rt the ~upply OJ 
milk became short the women would gather bulbs and roots for food 
These people lived in huts made from wooden frames coverecl over with 
matting. These could be easily torn down when they had to move to 
another place. They could be set up very easily. 
A Hottentot camp in the clear moonlight, with men, women and 
children dancing to the music of reed instruments was a scene of highest 
enjoyment. 
- Check the kind of story you think this is: 
________ l Bible story ________ 7. Adventure, war or battle 
____ ~ ___ 2. Lives of great pe~ple _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8. Myth or fairy tale · · 
________ 3. People of other iands -------- 9. B~d time story 
_______ -4; Animals and their habits ________ 10. Funny story 
________ 5. How plant_s live and grow ________ ll. Sad story 
________ 6. How to make things ________ 12. Information story 
If you like Ibis story mark X here _____ _ If you do not like this story mark X here _____ _ 
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. VII 
Pretty nut cups or bon-bon dish~s may be made from popcorn 
Make a syrup of sugar and water and let it boil until quite thick. Use 
enough syrup to hold the popcorn together, and stir in well. When 
ool enough to handle shape them over a buttered form, using any shape 
ou may desire. Handles may be made by running fine wire through the 
popcorn kernels and fastening to each side of the cups; If you color the 
syrup the baskets will be more attractive. 
Check the kind of story you think this is: 
________ 1. Bible story ________ 7. Adventure, war orb 
- - - - __ ~ _2. Lives of great people ____ ~ _ _ _ 8. Myth or fairy tale 
- - - - - ___ 3. People of other l\ids _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9. Bed time story 
________ 4. Animals and their habits ________ 10, Funny story 
________ 5. Howplantsliveandgrow ________ ll, Sad story 
________ 6. How to make things ________ 12. Information story 
you like this story mark X here _____ _ If you do not like this story mark X here _____ _ 
VIII 
I 
Corn is often called maize; It is planted in little hills about three 
and a half feet apart. Three or four kernels are put in a hill. A well 
planted field of corn shows the ·rows in four directions. 
Corn also belongs to the grass family. It has long narrow leaves 
The lower ends of the leaves form a sheath around the stalk at the joints. 
The flower is in two parts. One part is at the top of the stalk· 
called the tassel; and the other part is the fine silky hairs we see at the 
end of the ear. · 
The ears grow on a short stem near the middle of the stalk 
Some stalks have more than one ear. There are many kinds of corn 
Some of it grows small like the popcorn, and some grows more than 
twelve feet high and has large ears, such as the field coin. 
When corn is ripe the husks are stripped back and the ears are 
broken from the stem. It is then useful to man in a great many ways. 
He feeds himself and his animals upon it. 
Check the kind of story you think this is: 
________ !. Bible story ________ 7. Adventure, war orbatt 
________ 2. L~ves of great people ------~-8. Myths or fairy tale 
________ 3, People of other lands ________ 9. Bedtime story 
-----~--4 .. Animals and their habits· _______ 10. Funny story 
________ 5. How plants live and grow _______ ll. Sad story 
________ 6. How to niake things 
If you like I his story mark X here .. _ . _ . _ 
________ 12. Informntion story 
If you do not like this story mark X here ___ - - -
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IX 
Hunting with the sling shot is well known among boys. Using 
an arrow shot is a better sport, especially when you make it all, including 
the arrow, yourself. 
Take a shingle which will of course be thicker at one end· than 
the other and cut off a strip about four inches wide for the arrow. At 
the thin end cut the arrow tail. The thicker end should be made to a 
point for the head of the arrow. Balance the arrow on your finger. At 
the place where it balances cut a notch. 
Make the sling like any ordinary sling-shot, using a piece of 
wood five or six inches long for the handle, with two or three inches of -
string connecting the inch wide rubber band. On the opposite end of the 
band is three inches more of string finished with a knot. · 
To shoot the arrow put the knot i1' the notch, pull back and let 
it fly. 
Check . the kind of story you think this is: 
- - - - ____ l. Bible story --------7. Adventure, war or battle 
- - -- ____ 2. Lives of great people ________ 8. Myth or fairy tale 
________ 3. People of other lands ________ 9. Bed time story 
________ 4. Animals and their _habits _______ 10. Funny story 
________ 5. How plants live and grow ___ , ____ 11. Sad Htory 
________ 6, How to make things ---- -- _ 12. Information story 
IF YOU LIKE THIS STORY MARK X HERL ___ _ IF YOU DO NOT LIKE THIS STORY MARK X HERE__ ___ _ 
x 
It was terribly cold. It snowed and was almost dark. Evening 
came ·on, the la'st evening of the year. In the cold and gloom a. poor little 
girl, bareheaded and barefoot, was walking through the streets. In an old 
apron she carried a number of matches in a bundle in her hand. No one 
had bought any matche_s from her that day and no one had given her a 
penny. 
Shivering with cold and hunger she crept along, poor little girl! The 
snowflakes covered her long fair hair which fell in curls over her neck. In al' 
the windows the lights were shining, and there was a glorious smell of 
roast goose; for it was New Year's .Eve. She thought of that: 
In a corner formed by two houses she sat down. She had drawn up her 
set , but she was still colder. She did not dare to go home for she had 
old no matches and had no money to take. From her father she would 
surely receive a beating. Then too, it was cold at home. Thby had nothing 
over them but a roof through which the wind whistled. Her little hands 
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were benumbed with cold. She thought that it she couldlight the matches 
she might get warm. She scratched one against the wall: .. The wind blew 
it out. · She scratched all of her matches but the wind was so cold now that 
she could not get warm. She got colder. and colder. Night came quickly, 
the wind howled. In the corner, leaning against th~ wall, sat the poor 
little girl·with red cheeks and smiling mouth, frozen to death on the last 
night of the old year. 
Check the kind of story you think this if!: 
-'-----~-1. Bible story -----·--- 7~ Adventure, war or battle 
.:. _______ 2. Lives of great people -------- 8. Myth or fairy tale 
~-------3. People of other lands -------- 9. Bedtime story 
_______ -4. Animals and their habits ________ 10. Funny story. 
________ 5. How plants live and grow ________ ll. Sad story 
________ 6. How to ~ake things _______ . .:.12. Information story 
If you like this story mark X hm ___ .:. __ If you do not like this story mark X here _____ _ 
XI 
One day there were many people sta~ding abo\lt Jesus, listening 
to the words that He spoke, when, a little· outside of the crowd, some 
women and children gathered. Some of the women carried babies, others 
held little ones by the hand, while boys and girls ran behind them, clinging 
to their skirts. Through the crowd they all pressed until they reached 
Jesus. 
Then the mothers, bringing their children to Him, asked Him to 
bless them,. to· put His hands upon their h'eads and pray for them. There 
were· so many of them, babies and children, all pressing close to Jesus, tha~ 
HiS friends stopped th~ mothers and told the children to run away. But 
when Jesus saw that, He was displeased and sa.id; "Suffer little children to 
come unto Me, and forbid them not, for such is the Kingdom of Heaven.' 
He not only let them come to Him, but He took the babies' up in His arms 
and laid His hands·on the heads of the children and blessed them all. 
Check the kind of story you think this is: 
________ 1. Bible story 
~~-- ____ 2. Lives of great people 
________ 3. People of other lands 
-------. 7. Adventure, war. or battle 
________ 8. Myth or fairy tale 
-------- 9. Bedtime story 
_______ _4. Animale and their habits ________ 10. Funny story 
________ 5. Howplants live and grow ________ ll. Sad story 
________ 6. How to make things· ________ 12. Information story 
If you like this ~tory' 'illark X here _____ _ If you do not like this story. mark X here:.._;. __ _ 
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XII 
One day Odin, and two other gods were walking near the 
seashore. ·They were talking, as they walked, of the beautiful world they 
had made, ·and were grieved that .there were no people to enjoy it. All at 
once Odin, the giant fairy god, saw two shapely trees, an ash and an elm 
tree. «From these," he declared, "I shall make beautiful men and women 
to live in this beautiful world we have made. They will enjoy its warmth 
drink its waters, make its soil bear food. They shall greet us whenever 
we come down to the eartn." With his great hands he made men of the 
ash tree, and women from the elm tree. Then the gods were satisfied and 
they went away. 
Check the kind of story you think this is: 
________ 1. Bible story 
________ 2. Lives of great people 
________ 3. People of other lands 
7. Adventure, war or battle .. , 
8. Myth or fairy tale 
_______ :. 9: Bedtime story 
_______ A. Animals and their habits ________ 10. Funny story 
-------~5 .. How plants live and grow ________ ll. Sad story 
________ 6, How to make things -~------12. Information story 
IF YOU UKE THIS STORY MARK X HERL. ___ _ F YOU DO NOT LIKE THIS STORY MARK X HERE_. ___ _ 
XIII 
The sun is not solid as near as we can tell. It seems to be a mass 
of white, hot mist, and is able to shine because of its own light, which the · 
planets and stars cannot do. They are able to shine only by the sun's 
light. 
The sun's average distance from the earth .is 91 million five 
hundred thousand lll;iles. The sun is . about one million two hundred 
fifty-three thousand times as large as the earth, but ·it weighs only about 
one-fourth as much as the earth. . 
The light of the sun is as great as if there were five thousand five 
hundred sixty-three candles burning at the same time he lei one foot from 
the eye. The amount of heat given off by the sun would melt a layer of 
ice 38 yards thick covering the whole earth. 
Check the kind of story you· think this is: 
________ l. Bible story 
_____ ..;. __ 2. Lives of great people 
________ 3. People of other lands \.-,-------
7. · Adventure, war or battle 
8. Myth or fairy tale 
9. Bedtime story 
_______ -4. Animals and.their habits ________ 10. Funny story 
________ 5. How plants live and grow --------11· Sad story _ 
_______ .:6. 'How to.make things 
IF YOU LIKE THIS STORY MARK X HERL •••• 
________ 12. Information story 
IF YOU DO NOT LIKE THIS STORY MARK X HERL •••• 
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You must now go back over the stories that you have read and put 
a circle around the numbers of three kinds that you like best of all the 
stories you have read in this exercise. 
When-you have done this take your paper to your teacher that she 
may see wh~ther you have missed anything. 
It is hoped' that you have enjoyed this exercise to-day. 
11 
..... 
THE' SCRUGGS·'READ!liG INTEREST QUIZ·. 
The funct.ton .of' ·c.hls. ~X:)rc!e:~ la to T·9VeP ..l. the types of readlng .· 
. matter childrgn enjoy J;'3ad1ng v.rh2n. left a.lone to .cho?ae for· themaelve:S. 
Their natural interests J.n .cgad~•~g m.a.y r inu satiety 1n kinds of ator.iea 
not foµnd in our" cl.a.as .rooms. It will be 1nt-71:'eating tc know just what. 
they enjoy reading. ' . 
General Direc-Cions For Givlng Th7 Exerctse / 
No time lim1 "ts ar~ gi v~ri f'o:., c.ompli?t~.ng the questions·~ They al!e 
given aa 0 much time as is necessary~ ' -· . . . ' . ··. . .· . 
· .This exercise ·10 not to ·oB gradad or scored by the teaclier. No"tb.1ng 
1a ·scored against the chi~d- ·and ric rewa~ds will be g1 ven .for· 1 ts re-
sponses. You a.re asked to stress this point andmake·the .. children 
feel that whatever.~swer they give. is _acceptable so lop.g aa it.is 
, true. They are not , to 'Je eniqarrassed lry marka agairiat them and they 
are not to be encouraged by any rewards. , · . , . · 
Ask the pupils ~o clear. off · their de ska a.nd note that ·.each' one 
has a.- sharpened. pencil. Pens and, iuk need not ,be used. · ·· 
Distribute th~ booklets1. placing one on the desk of each. pupil. 
You niay allow two or_·three pupils to di'stribute the booklets for you. 
The pupils are not to begin w.ork, unti_l ~he:y- are told. 
Directioris· ,To Pup5.ls 
, .· The f ollo~Ting d1rections c, ar~ t,o b& read. aloud to the pupils. Be.;.. 
fore ~rou· can 'dO· this effectively, it will be necessary for you to be-
· come familiar with the whole exer~:tsa.'·Rea'd the LARGE PRINT to the ... 
·pupils.,Let· your ren.~g,be ,as though you were ·speaking to ~he pupils 
and not ' .. : readil1g·. · · \ · , · · 
\.. 
, {Read) •••• AT THE BEGINNING OF THIS EXERCISE IT READS: THIS IS A_ 
. READING QUJ:Z• IT ·IS'AN EXERCISE TO ~IND OUT JUST WHAT CHILDREN·LIKE 
TO READ.YOUR TEACHER WILL TELL YOU.WHAT TO ,:UO .. YOU MUST GIVE CXREFUL 
. ATTENTION. AND DO ·AS SHE TELLS. YOU. YOU WIU.~ EN.JOY 'EVERYTHING . SHE ASKS 
:YOU .'J:'O no..... {'Read .on)~.·.,. YOU. ARE 'AS~D· TOCCANS'v1ER ALL "THE.CQUESTION'S--c-: 
- Y!HICH. YOU FIND IN THIS LITTLE BOOK. PLEASE ANSWER· ALL. THAT YOU CAN• 
. TAKE YOUR TIME AND THINK CAREFULLY BEFORE YOU ATTEMPT TO .ANSWER~. YOU ; 
. ARE FREE TO AMSWER TiiESZ Q,UESTIOHS IN YOTJR OWN WAY• YOUR ANSWERS ARE ·/ . 
. · NOT TO BE GRADED. THESE BOOKLETS WILL BE SENT TO ·!iIR. SCRUGGS. A LITTLE · · 
LATER HE WILL ,Lm US fil~0\1 WHAT 2.':IE BOYS' AN"D GIRLS OF KANSAS CITY, ' 
KANSAS, REALLY LIKE TO READ. HE '!JI~ NOT. TELL US ·WHAT AW.l PARTICULAR 
PUPIL. READS. HE DOES NOT CARE \":-!AT YOU READ. I DO NOT KNOW WHAT YOU 
1 
• 
'LIKE ·To. READ. ·you ARE ASKED TO SAY JUST YlHAT YOU ·KNOW ·TO BE TRUE , . 
.. . WITHOUT FEAR OF MARKS AGAINST YQJ". SD JUST WHAT .YOU WANT TO, JUST SO 
IT IS TRUE. . 
·· ~ YOU MAY NOW FILL THE BLANKS.,- ITEM NUMBER ONE •• · ••. YOUR NAME IS WHAT? 
"WRITE IT DOWN QUICKLY ••• {Pause until they get the dif;rerent i tem.s · . 
written)· •• • ITEM NlfilBER TWO. ARE YOU A BOY OR GIRL? 'flRITE DOVnI QUICIIT.iY 
VfilIC.H YOU ARE.: ••• YOU'ARE IN TI'HAT GRADE?. WRITE DOWN THE GRADE QUICKLY.· 
· · •••• ITEl.i NU{v!BER THREE. YOUR AGE AT YOUR LAST,. BIRTHDAY WAS WHAT? •. RE-
MEMBER., THIS MEANS YOUR AGE RIGHT NOW. NOT ~HAT IT VTILL·BE AT YOUR 
NEXT .BIRTHDAY. WRITE IT DOWN ••••••• YOUR ·NEXT BIRTHDAY WILL BE WHEN? · 
WRITE DOWN ~HE 1~0NTH AND'· DAY- ON 7lHICH YOUR BIRTHDAY COMIGS. • ••• ITEM, . 
NmIBER FOUR. IN WRITING DOWN THE KIND OF WORI~ YOUR PAREUTS DO, BE SURE 
TO WRITE WHAT BOTH OF THEM 00. IF YOU HAVE.NO FATHER, TELL WHAT·YOUR 
MOTHER DOES. IF YJU HAVE .NEITHER FATHER NOR }1IOTHEll ·TELl.J WHAT THE .PEOPLE. 
DO ,THA!t! YOU LIVE, \TITH ••••••. ITFJ,I NUMBER FIVE. IF YOU LIKE TO ~AD, 
"iiRITE, YES ••••••• 'IF YOU no· NOT LIKE TO READ, WRITE, NO •. · ••••• IF. YOU 
. / HAVE A LIBRARY CARD,, WRITE, YES~ ••.•••• IF YOU DO .NOT _HAVE A _J.t!BRARY 
CARD, WRITE, NO~ ~ " - . . . ~ . 
·. {Befo~··.beginning on the next ·.)age ·1et every one· be ready· to follow 
'you.) ••• .-~ TURN ..!lliE. I>AGE..c.,.BUT. DO N.OT BIDlN M!Y WORK UNT.lL I TELL YOU, 
. ' 
SR.IQ- ·s __ 
ITEM. NUMBER SIX. HEHE rs' A LIST OF MANY KINDS OF STORIES. LET 
· , US LOOK THEM OVER TOGETHER •••••• NUMBER ONE. BIBLE STORY. BIBLE. . 
STORIES ARE STORIES TAKEN FROM THE HOLY BIBLE .. {Pause a few momenta 
after each kind is giv·en ·but do not mention· the names of any books or 
stories which are repfeaentative of the kinds of stories that are · 
being.named).-, •••• ,.N'(JMBER TWO. LIVES OF GREAT P50?LE ARE STORIES 
WHICH TELL OF THE BIRTH AND Lrv:;s OF PEOPLE .. MEN OR WOMEN WHO HAVE . . . ~ ·. . . , 
DONE GREAT THINGS IN .THE -WORLD;.· ••.••• NUMBER THREE. ?EOPLE OF ITHER 
LANDS-ARE STORIES OF PEOPLE IN OTHER-FARTS OF THE WORLD, HOW THEY 
LOOK, WHAT THEY WEAR,, AND HOW THEY.LIVE AND WORK ••••• NUMBER FOUR. 
ANilvlALS AND THEIR HABITS AEE STORIES ABOUT ANIMALS OF ANY KIND, HOW 
THEY LOOK, WHERE THEY LIVE, HOW THEY ACT, WHAT THEY· EAT AND .. OTHER 
INTERESTING: THINGS ABOUT THEM. • ••••• NUMBER FIVE., HOW :PLANTS LIVE . 
AND GROW ARE STORIES ABOUT ·TREES, SHRUBS, FLOWERS, FARM CROPS 1 ,AN» 
, PLANTS ANY WHERE, HOW THEY" GROW, HOW; THEY ARE PLANTED, THEIR USES TO _ 
US AND ANYTHING ABOUT THEM: WHICH WOULD BE OF INTEREST TO US., •••••• ·., 
... NUMBER SIX. HOW TO :MAKE THINGS. THIS IS A ·STORY WHlCH TELLS US HOW ·? · 
, , THINGS ARE MADE AND HOW WE IvIAY MAKE THEM IF WE V{ISH TO ••••••• ~UMBER 
, SEVEN. ADVENTURE, WAR OR BATTLE STORY IS A STORY WHICH TELLS, US HOW.~ 
SOME PERSONS DO BRAVE DEEDS,.HOW TH~ DARE AND RISK THEIR LIVES. 
SOMETD11ES THEY.· EECOME. GREAT HEROES, AND SOMETIMES THEY ARE NOT SUO-
ces al'ul •• • • • NlUIBER EIGHT ••• MITH OR FAIRY TALE IS A STORY WHICH TELLS . 
US OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE GREAT POWER. THEY ARE,ABLE TO DO MYSTERIOUS 
THINGS .AS IF BY MAGIC POWER.- THEY DO THINGS WHICH ARE VERY UNUSUAL.· 
:mt.rnER NINE •••• BEDTIME STORY. THE BEDTIME STORY IS USUALLY A STORY 
OF .LITTLE ANIMALS. THE".£ DO THINGS AND SAY FUNNY THINGS. THE STORY IS · 
USUALLY TOLD'AT BED TIME.· ••••• NUMBER TEN. FUNNY STORY. THE FUNN~ 
STOR;! IS ONE WHICH AMUSES US.OR MAKES US LAUGH AT THE THINGS IT TELLS 
US •••• · ••• Ntr.ruIBER ELEVEN. · SAD STORY •. THE SAD STORY ·IS A ~iSTORY WHICH 
MAKES US UNHAPPY AND SORROWFUL. SOMETIMES THEY ARE SO SAD THAT WE 
CRY •••••• NUMBER TWELVE·. INFORivlATION ·STORY. THE' INFORMATI-ON STORY TELLf.1 
US ABOUT THINGS ;~ .· .. :·· ...... ·~ · AROUl.JD US. WE OFTEN GET ·SUCH STORIES FROM . 
T~· BOOKS OF ,KNOWLEOO-E, ENCYOLO?EDIAS'._AND, THE LIKE •. INFORMATION STORL f 
:· :··.OF·T~· TELL US OF THINGS THAT HAVE HAPPENED IN THE PAST. WE CALL 
THEM. HISTORY. STORIES SOMETIMES • 
. NOTICE THAT THERE IS A BLANK LINE AND NUMBER BEFORE EACH OF THE 
. KINDS OF STORIES •. GO Ord{ THE LIST AND. PLACE A, CHECK MARK LIKE THIS· 
. { ~) {Make one on the blackboard) ON THE BLANK LINE IN FRONT OF 
THE NUMBER OF EACH KIND THAT YOU LIKE TO READ. YOU Ji.iAY LIKE 1'l0RE THAN 
ONE KIND •. ~ CHECK ALL THAT YOU- LIKE TO READ. IF YOU .DO NOT LIKE ANY DO 
NOT PUT ANY THING DOWN. DO NOT LOOK TO SEE WHAT SOME ONE ELSE CHECKS. 
YOURS ·rs AS GOOD AS HI·S. 'YOU :MAY NOW CHECK . THE KINDS OF STORIES . 
~OU LIKE. WHEN YOU HAVE F_INISHED WAIT FOR THE NEXT DIRECTIONS. (Wait 
until all are ready to follow you before giving the next directions •. ) 
ITElI NUMBER SEVEN. YOU ARE TOLD TO - GO OVER THE LIST AGAIN AND 
PLACE PlfOTHER CHECK MARK LIKE THIS { ~)' (Refer to the one on the 
board) ON THE LINE IN FRONT OF THE Nu~iBERS OF THREE KINDS YOU LIKE 
.TO READ BEST OF ALL THE KINDS. THIS WILL MAKE TWO CHECK MARKS ON THE 
, BLANK LINES BEFORE THREE KINDS OF STORIES~ YOU IurAY NOW CHECK YOUR · , 
STORIES. '.WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED WAIT FOR THE NEXT DIRECTIONS. {Wait . 
uri"til all are ready to follow· you before. giving the _nex~ dire.ctions. J 
ITFX NUMBER EIGHT;. YOU ARE TOLD TO - GO OVER THE LIST . AGAIN AND 
·PLACE A CIRCLE LIKE THIS (Q) (Make one on the blackboar~) ON THE . 
LINE IN FRONT OF THE NU11IBERS OF THE KINDS· YOU ·no NOT LIKE• IF YOU 
EIKE ALL OF THFJL . ..DO· ifOT ..PU~ ANY CIRCLE THERE. REM.EMBER, YOU ARE TO 
FUT A CIRCLE ON THE LINE IN FRGNT OF THE NUMBERS OF THE KINPS YOU.DO· 
NOT LIKE. YOU MAY MOW ?LACE YOUR CIRCLES.·WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED THAT 
~---:---:--1'1AIT. FOR THE NEX~ DIREOTIOUS. ('Wait until all.J.re-·reOOy "to follow Y.o~: . 
before taking ·up-the -ne~ ... item.) · 
~-~,.,_ 
SRIQ,-5 
ITEM NUMBER NINE.. You· ARE .TOLD TO - WRI'rE IN THE NAMES OF BOOKS Y
OU 
HAVE READ THIS SCHOOL TERM THAT ·you REALLY LIKED.· FIRST, THINK OF ALL~ 
THE BOOKS YOU HAVE READ ·SINCE ·THE BEGINHINH OF SCHOOL IN SEPTE!vIBER
 .. 
ISN'T THERE ONE THAT YOU ENJOYED MORE THAN THE OTHERS? YOU MAY HA
VE 
FOUND .THIS STORY IN THE LIBRARY UP TOWN·, AT SCHOOL, AT H
OME, . AT YOUR 
NEIGHBOR1 S HOUSE, OR ANY PLACE. IT DOES NOT MATTER WHERE YOU GO
T IT .. 
IF YOU ENJOYED READING IT MORE THAN ANY OTHER BOOK YOU HAVE READ T
HIS 
SCHOOL TERM,. WRITE ~'HE. NAN~ OF IT DOWN ON THE FIRST LINE
. IF YOU' CAN 
NOT SPE~ THE NAME OF YOUR BOOK COM.E TO ME AND.I WILL TELL Y
OU HOW TO 
SPELL IT• YOU MAY NOW WRITE THE NfilitE OF YOUR BOOK ON THE LINE MAR
KED 
NUMBER ONE. {?auea at thie point and let them write the b
ook title .. 
down•) •·······•YOU MAY HEVE·READ ANOTHER.BOOK THAT.YOU LIKED ALM
OST. 
· AS WELL. AS YOU. DID THK FIRST ONE •. ·YOU MAY WRITE- THE NAM
E OF IT ON -
···.LINE NUMBER.TWO~ ·\VHll(:YOU HAVE'. DONE THIS WAIT:_lfOR THE.N
EXT DIRECTIONS~ . 
. ITEM NUMBER TEN.,. YOU KNOW' WHAT MAGAZINES ARE. MAGAZINES ARE USUM 
ALLY PAPER BACK BOOKS THAT MAY BE BCtJGHT FROM THE NEWSSTANDS. SO
ME 
ARE FOUND IN-.THE LIBRARY. SOME ARE_ PRINTED EAOH WEEK, AN
D SOME ARE 
PRINTED NEW EACH 1AONTH. THEY HAVE MANY STORIES IN THEM .THAT ARE IN
- . 
. TERESTING TO US. {Be sure not to menti'on'the name· of.any magazine·t.o 
the pupile. ) YOU ARE TOLD. T:O - . WRITE . IN THE NAMES , OF MAGAZINES Y
OU LIE ; 
·TO READ THIS SCHOOL TERM. WRITE' THE NAfvIE OF YOUR FAVORI
TE -MAGAZINE 
·oN LINE NIB\rnER ONE •. (Pause mJ..til they get it written·,then read 
on.) 
THERE MAY BE ANOTHER MAGAZ1NE THAT YOU LII\E TO READ ALM.OST AS .WEL
L AS 
THE FIRST ONE• WRITE THE NAME OF IT' ON ·THE LINE MARKED NU1v1BER TWO
. 
IF YOU DO NOT READ A SECOND ONE YOU NEED NOT PUT ANY THING ON LIN
E 
NUMBER TWO. YOU MAY WRITE THE NAI\iE QF, THE SECOND.MAGAZINE NOW. WH
EN 
YOU HAVE FINISHED WAIT FOR DIRECTIO!\S.· {:Pauae until all a
re. _ready to 
go ori ~ ) · . : · · · · 
ITEM NUMBER ELEVEN.. HERE. IS .A 'LIST OF THINGS FOUND' IN TH
E NEWS-. 
?APER THAT.WE READ. {Read,slowly enough for the pupi·ls to get every 
word that you say.) LET US GO OVER THE LIST OF THESE THINGS. 
~ ••.• -••• 
. ·NUMBER- ONE. HEADLINES ON FRONT :PAGE ARE THE LARGE PRINT
ED LINES USED 
AS THE SUBJECT OF A BIT OF NEWS.· SOMETIMES .THE l?RINT IS 
LARGE AND , 
. BL.ACK. SOMTlMES IT IS.RED. DOWN IN THE ·MIDDLE OF THE PAGE IT IS
 SMAL-· 
LERPRINT AND USUALLY QUITE HEAVY-AND BLACK. NUMBER.TWO~, CITY CI.T
IZEN~, 
1 sHrr _NEVIs TELLS us =ABOUT THE . nIPROVEMENTS -rN ouR CITY NE
CESSARY -To· MAKE 
- · IT A, BETTER PLACE .FOR· THE :PEOPLE· WHO LIVE IN IT. NUMB
ER .THREE. NEWS 
· FROM OTHER PARTS OF THE UNITED STATES ARE THE THIN
GS THAT HAPPEN IN 
THE CITIES IN. THE OTHER PARTS OF 000 COUNTRY.~.·.,'. ••• , NUMB
E~ FOUR.· NEWS 
FROM OTHER COUNTRIES TELLS US ABOUT THE THINGS THE PEOPLE OF O
THER 
. COUNTRIES ARE DOING •••••• NUMBER FIVE. EDITORIALS ARE 'NE
WS ITEMS WHICH 
TELL US WHAT THE WRITER OF THE HE'YTSPAPER THINKS ABOUT THE CONDITIO
N 
OF THINGS AROUND US. • • .. .. N11.~"21..~-: .. 3 T ::.. SCHOOL NEWS IS NEVIS ABOUT O
lli\ , 
·SCHOOLS AND THE PERSONS WHO· ARE L~ 0UR SCHOOLS •••••• :NUMBER SEVEN
·. 
t\DVERTISEMENTS ARE THE NGTICES FOUND IN THE :PAPERS WHICH Tfil.J.J US 
OF 
THINGS TO TAKE-?LACE.AND OF THE SALES WHERE WE MAY BUY THINGS •••
. 
NUMBER EIGHT. WANT AD SECTIONS ARE USUALLY FOUI~D IN THE 
BACK PART OF 
THE ?APER. THEY ARE IN VERY ... ~, !FINE PRINT. THEY GIVE US·
 NEWS ABOUT 
FROPERTYj HOUSES AND LOTS,. FOR RENT OR FOR SALE; HELP:
 WANTED; . LOST 
AND FOUND ARTICLES, ETC •••••. NUMBER NINE. SPORTS AND ATHLETICS AR
E' 
. THE .NEWS ITEMS WHICH TELL US ABOUT THE GAMES AND MATCHES THAT l'E
OI'LE 
ENJOY PLAYr'NG •••••• NlJldBER.TENo STORIES SUCH AS YOU READ 
IN YOUR·MAGA--
ZINES .AND BOOKS ARE OFTEN FOUND IN THE NEWSPAPER •••• • ••• NUMBER 
ELEV;.-
.· EN. THE FUNNY PICTURE SECTION IS FOtn~D IN MOST EVERY SUNDAY :PAP
ER, 
AND SOME :PAl?ERS HAVE FUNNY ?ICTURES 'EVERY 'DAYo •••••• N
UMBER ·TWELVE •. 
PUZZLES ARE FOUND QUITE OFTEN IN THE ?APER, THEY GIVE US A'LOT OF
 · 
FUN TRYING TO WORK· THEi~t: ....... NlHIBER THlRT~FN '> ACCIDENTS
 HAPPEN SOME 
· WHERE. IN OUR TOWH .ALI!OST EVERYDAY •••• ~ • • . NUMBER FOURTEE
N. AR.i."qESTS BY 
l'OLICE TAKE :PLACE WHENEVER SOME ONE DISOBE'lS THE LAW o •••
••• MUMBER - . 
FIFTEEN. HOL.D-ll?.Q._ TAKE PLACE IN OUR CITY VERY OFTEN. THE
 BANKS LOSE. 
LARGE SUMS OF MONEY ·MANY TIMES, MONEY AND JEWELRY . ·ARE 
OFTEN TAKEN 
FROM l?EO:PLE AS THEY .PASS ALONG THE STREET So ••••• -. NUMBER
 SIX.TEEM. 
ROBBERIES HAJ?PEN VERY OFTE!N ON SATURDAYS WHEN BUSINESS MEN GO TO mHE 
.. BANKS TO GE'Xr::.M01'1EY--TO.~J?A.~, THEIR WORKMEN~ •... NUMBER ~~~EEN~_~MU
RDERS 
ME.AN ·THAT. 'SOME:~ ONE T.AnS.. THE:~LIFE--QC~T.YER ... ~~-;.-~: -
SRIQ-4 
,IF YOU. DO NOT READ THE NEWSJ?.Al:)ERS DO NOT DO ANYTHING TO THE LIST. 
YOU WILL NO~CE THAT THERE IS .A BLANILLINE AND A NUMBER BEFORE EACH 
• 1 •• T}IINGJ__YOU--ARE ·To GO OVER THE LIST CAREJPULLY AND PICK OUT THE THINGS 
· . YOU Ll:KE TO' READ,· AND PLACE A c:r .C~~ I,,fARK LIKE THIS {~) {Refer to th€ . 
· one al.ready on, the board'). ON THE LINE IN FRONT OF TH~ NUMBERS OF THE 
THINGS YOU LIKE TO READ.· YOU MAY DO THIS NOW. WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED . 
v1AIT FOR NEXT .DIRECTIOUS•. {Wait until all are ready to follow you be~ 
fore .giving the next directions).· · ·· : , 
N0\1-GO. OVER THE LIST AGAIN AND PICK. THE THREII:- THINGS YOU LIKE· TO 
READ BETTER THAN ANYTHING ELSE IN THE NEWS PAl?ER. FL.ACE ANOTHER CHECK 
. MARK LIKE THIS { V ·) {Refer to· the one alrea.dy on the board) ON THE .· 
·LINE ·IN· FRONT OF THE. NUMBER OF EACH OF THE ·THREE THINGS YOU LIKE BEST.· 
THAT \7ILL ~W\.E· TWO. CHECK MARKS .. lN FRONT OF THE THREE THINGS YOU LIKE 
. BEST OF ALL. YOU MAY DO THIS NOW. WAIT FOR THE/ NEXT . DIRECTIONS illiEN 
.YOU HAVE FINISHED~ (Wait Witi1 all are. ready 'to follow, you before giv-. 
· ing· the next dire~tions.). · · · -
. . . N~T, GO OVER THE LIST AGAIN AND PLACE A CIRCLE LIKE, THIS {Q) 
{Refer to the circle al!read9 made on the board.)ON THE-BLANK LINE IN 
FRONT OF THE NUMBERS OF THE THINGS YOU NEVER CARE TO READ IN THE NEWS--
PAPER.· YOU MAY DO THIS NOW. WAIT FOR THE NEXT DIRECTIONS WHEN· YOU HAVE . 
FINISHED. (Wait .until all are ready to follow you before giving the 
next directions.) . , · . , . . . , , . 
LOOK ON THE NEXT' ?AGE. YOU HAVE BEFORE YOU S01'1E SHORT STORIES. I 
YOU ARE·GOING TO ENJOY THESE STORIES. UNDER THE, SUBJECT IT READS: 
HERE IS A NUMBER OF SHORT,STORIES THAT. YOU MAY READ. YOU ARE ASKED TO 
READ ALL OF THEM •. SOME YOU WILL LIKE. YOU MAY NOT LIKE,ALL.OF.THEivt • 
. ~AFTER EACH STORY THERE IS A LIST OF THE DIFFERENT. KINDS" OF STORIES. \ .. 
THERE IS.A BLANK LINE.AND NUMBER BEFORE EACH KIND OF STORY. WHEN.YOU· 
HAVE READ THE STORY, YOU ARE AS:~E:U TO TELL UH.AT KIMD OF A ·STORY IT IS '. 
' BY :?UTTIMG A CHECK :MARK LIKE THIS ( V>_ {f{~1_~-~-.J~9::-the~OlJ.~ __ gn __ ~ the--.:.'!·-~­
--'board)- ON· THE' BLANIC'-LJ:NE;"BEFORE~ TH~~KINn··you THINK. IT IS. AFTER :TH:J:S..~~~,_.;.',,­
.' YOU ARE· ASKED_IJ':.0 PLACE A TuIARK -:-cc·~~rl)N-THE~EFT-SID~rlEREJ:T~TELLoYOU ·. '-~ 
TO u.A:RK -'IF YOU LIKE THE STORY, ·AND. You ARE ASKED TO MARK · x ON THE ' · 
IµGHT.SIDE WHERE IT TELLS YOU, TO MARK IF ·YOU DO NOT LIKE'THE STORY. 
r ' ' ~ - , 
.· NOTICE' THAT 'EACH -STORY HAS A m.nvrBER. YOU ARE' TO BEGIN WITH STORY 
.NUMBER ONE~ LET US LOOK AT IT' BEFORE BffiINlUNG TO READ .IT. TURN OVER.· 
THE PAGE. NOTICE AT THE END' OF THE STORY YOU ARE TOLD TO CHECK .THE , 
KIN!: OF STORY YOU THINK THIS IS. A LIST OF THE KINDS IS GIVEN. YOU 
M.UST MAKE.A CHECK MARK ON THE LINE BEFORE THE KIND OF STORY YOU THINK'. 
NUMBER ONE· IS ••••• JUST BELOW THIS .LIST YOU WILL NOT~CE THAT THE HEAVY 
,BI.J\.CK PRINT READS: IF YOU LIKE THIS STORY MARK X HERE. • ••• THERE IS 
A ~TK LI!~E THERE. IF YOU LIKE STORY NUMBER ONE YOU WI~ PUT · AN X · 
ON THAT LI~'E •••• ACROSS FROM THIS IT READS: IF YOU DO NOT LIKE THIS 
STORY MARK X HERE. THERE IS A BLANK LINE THERE ALSO. IF YOU DO NOT . 
:".:·~IKE THE STORY YOU WILL PUT AN X ON THAT LIME. ,THIS IS -WHAT YOU MUST 
LO'FOREACH OF THESE STORIES •••••• WHEN YOU·ARE THROUGH WITH.THE STQ# 
RIES YOU ARE
1
TOLD OM THE LAST :PA.GE OF THIS EOOKLET,.LET US.TURN TO THE 
LAST.PAGE, TO.GO BACK OVER THE STORIES YOU HAVE READ AND PUT A· CIRCLE 
.AROUN:D THE NUMBERS._ OF. THREE STORIES THAT YOU LIKE BEST OF ALL .THE. STO-
RIES YOU HAVE READ IN THIS EXERCISE. • ••• YffiEN YOU HAVE DONE THIS 
BRING YOUR PA~ER TO ME. I,WILL SEE WHETHER YOU HAVE MISSED ~HING. 
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT TO.DO ••••• TURN BACK TO.STORY·NUMBER. ONE AND BE-
GL'!\f F..EADnJG •••• READ ALL THE STORIES AND MARI{ AS YOU HAVE BEEN. TOLD. 
, IF YOU IX) . NOT UNDERSTAND ANY POI!\T.. RAISE Y01JR HAND AND I WILL COME 
TO YOU • .;··~ •• WHEN YOU HAVE DONE .ALU·.BRING YOlJR PAPER TO ME. YOU MAY 
NOW BEG IN WITH. STORY_ NU1I..BER. ru.rE. . ( W a. tcb. .cl..o.s.ely ~ .. _Be-..s.ure ..:that ..:they 
do not. leave. out any thing by oversight. ) · 
, To the Teacher: Th/writer· wishes to thank you for tiae and 
patience. - · 
